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HEARING ON REMOVING SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS FROM MEDICARE CARDS
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 2012

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,
Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:36 a.m., in Room
1100, Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Sam Johnson [chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
[The advisory of the hearing follows:]

(1)
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HEARING ADVISORY
Chairmen Johnson and Herger Announce a Hearing on Removing Social Security Numbers from
Medicare Cards
Wednesday, August 1, 2012
House Ways and Means Social Security Subcommittee Chairman Sam Johnson
(R–TX) and Health Subcommittee Chairman Wally Herger (R–CA) today announced
that the Subcommittees will hold a joint hearing on removing Social Security numbers from beneficiaries’ Medicare cards. The hearing will take place on Wednesday, August 1, 2012, in 1100 Longworth House Office Building, beginning at
9:30 A.M.
In view of the limited time available to hear from witnesses, oral testimony at
this hearing will be from invited witnesses only. However, any individual or organization not scheduled for an oral appearance may submit a written statement for
consideration by the Committee and for inclusion in the printed record of the hearing. A list of invited witnesses will follow.
BACKGROUND:
In 2010, according to the U.S. Department of Justice, seven percent of households
in the U.S., or about 8.6 million households, had a least one member age 12 or older
who experienced identity theft. Of these households, over 1 million were headed by
seniors, age 65 and older. The Social Security number (SSN) is especially valuable
to identity thieves as it serves as the key to authenticating an individual’s identity
in order to open accounts or obtain other benefits in the victim’s name.
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) first recommended removing the
SSN from government documents in 2002. In 2007, President George W. Bush’s
Identity Theft Task Force found that the SSN is ‘‘the most valuable commodity for
an identity thief’’ and its first recommendation was to reduce the unnecessary use
of SSNs. That same year, the White House Office of Management and Budget issued
a directive to all federal agencies to develop a plan for reducing the use of SSNs
in government transactions and to explore alternatives to their use. In 2008, the Social Security Administration (SSA) Inspector General found that displaying SSNs on
beneficiary Medicare cards unnecessarily places millions of Americans at risk for
identity theft and recommended that the SSN be removed from Medicare cards. Also
in 2008, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 6600, the ‘‘Medicare Identity
Theft Prevention Act of 2008,’’ introduced by Representatives Lloyd Doggett (D–TX)
and Sam Johnson (R–TX), directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to establish cost-effective procedures to ensure that SSNs are not included
on Medicare cards moving forward. This legislation passed the House by voice vote
on September 28, 2008. Unfortunately, the Senate did not act on this legislation.
Today, nearly 50 million Medicare cards display SSNs, the main component of the
health insurance claim number (HICN). The SSA and the Railroad Retirement
Board assign HICNs to eligible Medicare beneficiaries. The HHS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) administers the Medicare program and relies on
the HICN for administering Medicare benefits, including requiring beneficiaries to
present the HICN to document eligibility for Medicare services and requiring approximately 1.4 million providers to use the HICN for billing services.
To date, CMS has not developed a plan for removing the SSN from the Medicare
card to protect beneficiaries from identity theft and protect taxpayers from fraudulent billing. In response to a July 2010 bipartisan request from the Committee on
Ways and Means, CMS reported in November 2011 its estimates of three potential
options for removing SSNs from Medicare cards, each projected to cost more than
$800 million, nearly triple the amount the agency had preliminarily estimated in
2006. CMS also estimated that the change would take four years to test and imple-
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ment and cited the risks to its systems and those of its provider and health care
partners if the necessary resources were not provided. On September 13, 2011,
Chairman Sam Johnson and Congressman Lloyd Doggett asked GAO to examine
the lessons learned from the efforts of the Department of Defense and Veterans Affairs to remove SSNs from their identification cards and later asked GAO to review
CMS’s 2011 report, including the options and their estimated costs.
In announcing the hearing, Chairman Johnson said, ‘‘Seniors are urged not to
carry their Social Security card to protect their Social Security number,
but at the same time are being told they must have their Medicare card
with them at all times in order to get health care. This makes no sense.
Many agencies in the public and private sector have removed the Social Security number from their benefit or ID cards to protect people, yet CMS refuses to protect the 48 million Medicare beneficiaries from ID theft by
doing the same. That’s why Congressman Lloyd Doggett and I have introduced H.R. 1509, removing the Social Security number from the Medicare
card and reducing the ID theft danger that CMS has long ignored.’’
In announcing the hearing, Chairman Herger said, ‘‘It is puzzling why CMS
has not taken commonsense steps to protect Medicare beneficiaries from
preventable identity theft by removing Social Security numbers from their
Medicare cards. Other federal health programs and private health insurance plans invested in these changes years ago. This hearing enables the
Subcommittees to explore whether CMS has a plan to remove Social Security numbers from beneficiary cards and determine whether its previous
analysis in this area is reliable.’’
FOCUS OF THE HEARING:
The Subcommittees will examine options for removing SSNs from Medicare cards,
including the cost and impact of doing so, along with why CMS has failed to develop
and execute a plan to remove the SSN from beneficiary Medicare cards.
DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS:
Please Note: Any person(s) and/or organization(s) wishing to submit for the hearing record must follow the appropriate link on the hearing page of the Committee
website and complete the informational forms. From the Committee homepage,http://waysandmeans.house.gov, select ‘‘Hearings.’’ Select the hearing for
which you would like to submit, and click on the link entitled, ‘‘Click here to provide
a submission for the record.’’ Once you have followed the online instructions, submit
all requested information. ATTACH your submission as a Word document, in compliance with the formatting requirements listed below, by the close of business
on Wednesday, August 15, 2012. Finally, please note that due to the change in
House mail policy, the U.S. Capitol Police will refuse sealed-package deliveries to
all House Office Buildings. For questions, or if you encounter technical problems,
please call (202) 225–1721 or (202) 225–3625.
FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS:
The Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing
record. As always, submissions will be included in the record according to the discretion of the Committee. The Committee will not alter the content of your submission,
but we reserve the right to format it according to our guidelines. Any submission
provided to the Committee by a witness, any supplementary materials submitted for
the printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for written
comments must conform to the guidelines listed below. Any submission or supplementary item not in compliance with these guidelines will not be printed, but will
be maintained in the Committee files for review and use by the Committee.
1. All submissions and supplementary materials must be provided in Word format and MUST
NOT exceed a total of 10 pages, including attachments. Witnesses and submitters are advised
that the Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record.
2. Copies of whole documents submitted as exhibit material will not be accepted for printing.
Instead, exhibit material should be referenced and quoted or paraphrased. All exhibit material
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not meeting these specifications will be maintained in the Committee files for review and use
by the Committee.
3. All submissions must include a list of all clients, persons and/or organizations on whose
behalf the witness appears. A supplemental sheet must accompany each submission listing the
name, company, address, telephone, and fax numbers of each witness.

The Committee seeks to make its facilities accessible to persons with disabilities.
If you are in need of special accommodations, please call 202–225–1721 or 202–226–
3411 TTD/TTY in advance of the event (four business days notice is requested).
Questions with regard to special accommodation needs in general (including availability of Committee materials in alternative formats) may be directed to the Committee as noted above.
Note: All Committee advisories and news releases are available on the World
Wide Web at http://www.waysandmeans.house.gov/.
f

Chairman JOHNSON. Good morning. We welcome our colleagues
from the Subcommittee on Health, who join the Social Security
Subcommittee, today to focus on the importance of removing Social
Security numbers from the Medicare cards.
For many years now, protecting the Social Security number has
been a priority of the Ways and Means Committee that both sides
agree on. So far this session, we have had numerous hearings on
the role of Social Security numbers and the growing crime of identity theft. We have learned how identity thieves prey on anyone,
including those most vulnerable, like seniors and children, even
children who have died.
According to the Government Accountability Office, Social Security numbers are the identifier of choice, and are used for all sorts
of financial transactions. In an April 2007 report, President Bush’s
Identity Theft Task Force identified the Social Security number as
the most valuable commodity for an identity thief. It is no wonder
the Department of Justice reports that 7 percent, or 8.6 million
households had someone over the age 12 experience identity theft.
We all know Americans are told not to carry their Social Security
cards to protect their identity in case a wallet is lost or stolen. Yet
seniors are told they must carry their Medicare card, which displays a Social Security number. Not only does this make no sense,
it puts Medicare beneficiaries at risk.
In 2007, the White House Office of Management and Budget
issued a directive to all federal agencies to develop plans for reducing the use of Social Security numbers—2007; remember that date.
The Department of Defense and Veterans Affairs are now phasing out the use of Social Security numbers on their ID and Medicare cards. I applaud them for taking this action and for taking
this action on their own. And some of our largest federal agencies,
along with the most private insurance providers, can stop public
display of Social Security numbers. The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid, or CMS, should too.
If CMS won’t do what is right for America’s Medicare beneficiaries, then Congress must act. That is why, along with my fellow Texan and Subcommittee on Social Security member, Congressman Lloyd Doggett, I have introduced legislation H.R. 1509,
the Medicare Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2011. Our bill directs
the Secretary of Health and Human Services to remove Social Se-
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curity numbers from Medicare cards. A similar bill of ours passed
the House with overwhelming bipartisan support in 2008 on a voice
vote.
I thank my colleague from Texas for his work on this important
issue, and all my committee colleagues for their support. I hope we
will soon get this important legislation behind us. I thank each of
our witnesses for sharing their findings and recommendations, and
look forward to hearing your testimony.
I now recognize the Ranking Member, Mr. Becerra, for his opening statement.
Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Identity
theft is a serious problem, and seniors and disabled Americans are
particularly vulnerable. Nearly nine million Americans a year have
their identities stolen. According to the Federal Trade Commission,
a typical theft costs a victim somewhere around $500. That is a significant loss to someone who might be living on a fixed income. In
a worst case scenario, thieves often will steal an average of about
$13,000 from a victim. And those victim spend about an average
of 130 hours trying to clear their credit and prevent additional
theft.
Seniors and disabled Americans are particularly vulnerable here.
First, of course, we know that they have low incomes, so even a
modest theft can be devastating. The median income of seniors in
America, a senior household, would be somewhere around $25,000
a year. And more than half of disabled Americans receiving Social
Security and Medicare live in poverty, even with their Social Security benefits included.
And, of course, secondly, we know that seniors and disabled
Americans often carry their Social Security numbers on their person. That makes them, of course, more available to thieves. I support removing the Social Security number from the Medicare card,
which too many of our seniors carry on their person.
But making seniors more secure will require resources. Although
it may sound simple, giving 49 million Americans new Medicare ID
numbers and making sure that they can still fully access their benefits is a big job. The job is made more difficult because a series
of Republican budget cuts has left the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and the Social Security Administration struggling to keep up with their basic work just as the Baby Boomers,
of course, are reaching their retirement age.
Since 2010, the Social Security field offices which take Medicare
applications, issue Medicare cards, and provide in-person customer
service to Medicare beneficiaries have lost nearly 2,300 employees,
about 8 percent of their total staff, to budget cuts. Social Security
offices are closing to the public half an hour early. And waiting
times for phone service and initial disability benefits are rising.
Here in the House, the Republican Majority recently proposed
cutting Social Security’s fiscal year 2013 budget by nearly $800
million below the 2012 levels. Short-changing Social Security
makes it likely that the agency will have to furlough or lay off
staff, and may create a backlog of retirement applications for the
first time in our history.
Similarly, CMS funding has failed to keep up with their growing
responsibilities. Their per-beneficiary operating budget has de-
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clined by 14 percent since 2004. Once again, any cuts in any House
budget to CMS’s funding could lead to more devastating impact for
those Medicare beneficiaries. And funding we see may actually reduce by about $400 million in the House Republican budget.
We need to provide the resources so that CMS can better protect
seniors from identity theft. The Bush Administration, back in 2004,
failed to solve this problem when GAO first identified it. And it is
still not solved, despite strong support in our committee and the
House, passing Chairman Johnson and Mr. Doggett’s bill, H.R.
6600 back in 2008.
Congress first directed HHS to address this issue in 2005 in the
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education appropriations
bill. In 2007, the Bush Administration failed to make CMS comply
with an executive order to eliminate unnecessary use of the Social
Security number. And, most recently, CMS produced a cost estimate for removing the Social Security number from Medicare
cards, as we requested. But as GAO has pointed out, there may be
significant flaws in that estimate.
I hope that CMS is ready to partner with us to solve this problem, starting with providing a comprehensive and reliable cost estimate.
Mr. Chairman, this is an issue that we have been working on for
some time. I hope that we are able to work together with the Administration to get this done, because millions of Americans depend
on getting their Social Security and Medicare benefits, and none of
them should be facing the possibility of theft, simply so that people
can steal their Social Security number and take advantage of them.
And so, with that, I am pleased to have our witnesses here, and
I look forward to the hearing. And with that, I yield back the balance of my time.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Becerra. I now recognize
the chairman of the Subcommittee on Health, Mr. Herger, for his
opening statement.
Mr. HERGER. Thank you. I am pleased the subcommittees are
meeting today to discuss what I consider to be a commonsense, bipartisan idea that will help protect our nation’s seniors, brought
before the committee by Chairman Johnson and Congressman Doggett.
Medicare beneficiaries from across the United States are affected
by fraud and identity theft, including those in California, where
nearly 100,000 beneficiaries have had their Social Security numbers compromised, according to CMS data. I am sure I am not the
only member of this committee who has received letters for congressional action to remove Social Security numbers from Medicare
cards.
A constituent of mine wrote about an interaction with CMS
where he was told, after asking about removing Social Security
numbers from Medicare cards, ‘‘We have always done it that way,
and we don’t intend to change it.’’ He went on to state, ‘‘With identity theft running rampant in this country, it seems ridiculous that
Medicare would refuse to stop this practice.’’ I couldn’t agree more.
While challenges lie ahead for the agencies involved in the process of removing Social Security numbers from public documents, I
am very disappointed with the lack of leadership and interest in
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7
this issue at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. To
date, CMS has offered little beyond excuses and questionable reports. Interestingly, CMS did not appear too concerned about the
cost and efforts involved with removing Social Security numbers
when it mandated that private Medicare plans do so years ago.
When the Office of Management and Budget, under the previous
Administration, issued a 2007 directive to all federal agencies to
develop a plan to remove Social Security numbers, the Department
of Defense and Veterans Administration acted. As a result, they
are well underway toward full implementation of their plans. Presumably, these departments had the same logistical challenges that
CMS faces, but they did not offer excuses. They offered a plan. And
not only did they have a plan, but they also found a way to do it
with existing funding.
CMS doesn’t even have a plan to move forward, despite being directed to do so five years ago, and now professes to need nearly $1
billion in additional funding to do so. The validity of the latest
CMS cost estimates has been questioned by GAO. The new estimate is nearly three times more expensive, despite taking half as
long to implement than it was predicted just a few years ago. It
is becoming clear to me that CMS simply isn’t interested in taking
this commonsense approach to protect seniors and people with disabilities from identity theft. Or, perhaps there is another reason.
As we all know, there is a key development that took place between the first estimate and the second estimate: the enactment
and initial implementation of Obamacare. It has been widely reported that significant CMS resources, both financial and staffing,
have been diverted from the Medicare program to implement nonMedicare Obamacare provisions such as exchanges and mandated
health benefits. I can’t help but wonder if this new cost estimate
reflects just how thin Medicare has been stretched because of
Obamacare, or perhaps that some in the Obama Administration
recognize this as an opportunity to grab more money to implement
Obamacare.
As you may know, the independent Congressional Budget Office
has repeatedly stated that the Democrats’ health care law drastically underfunded implementation efforts. If this is a simple
money grab, perhaps that is why CMS has been unable to provide
sufficient data or other information to support the cost estimates
in its report. It is clear that a more complete and thorough cost
analysis by CMS is necessary, one that is held to the standards we
have come to expect in reports to Congress by federal entities. If
CMS does not want to responsibly act, then Congress will require
them to. Business as usual should not trump protecting Medicare
beneficiaries.
Thank you, Chairman Johnson, and I yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. The gentleman’s time has expired. Thank
you. I now recognize the Ranking Member on the Subcommittee on
Health, Mr. Stark, who is also on the Ways and Means Social Security Subcommittee. Thank you.
Mr. STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for your
work in this area, and you and my colleague, Congressman Doggett, for addressing a serious problem. Happily, I don’t have this
problem.
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A lot of the question is what kind of an identity you have. Mine
was stolen a while back, and that guy that stole it called me shortly thereafter and asked if I would please take the identity back,
and—he was having trouble with it.
[Laughter.]
Mr. STARK. So, one way to do away with this problem is to sort
out what kind of an identity you wish to have stolen. But we
haven’t done ourselves any good by coming up with a wide variety
of estimates. As you indicated, three—or Mr. Herger indicated, between $300 million and $800 million. And GAO has criticized some
of these analyses. And it will cost money. It will take a bit of bureaucratic effort to come up with a problem that doesn’t sound—
a solution to the problem. And I hope that we can proceed. It is
a danger. And as the Internet and these world of social connections
become broader, this problem will spread. And it is—I think we
should encourage and support, with adequate funding, a means for
our government agencies to tackle this problem as promptly as
they can.
Thank you for the hearing, and thank Mr. Doggett for his work
in this area.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Stark. As is customary—
any Member is welcome to submit a statement for the hearing
record.
Before we move on to our testimony today, I want to remind our
witnesses to please limit your oral statements to five minutes,
please. However, without objection, all the written testimony will
be made part of the hearing record.
We have one panel today. Seated at the table are Tony Trenkle,
Chief Information Officer and Director, Office of Information Services, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Department of
Health and Human Services in Baltimore, Maryland. You could
have more titles, could you?
Next is Kathleen King, Director, Health Care, accompanied by
Daniel Bertoni, Director, Education, Workforce, and Income Security, Government Accountability Office.
Welcome, Mr. Trenkle. You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF TONY TRENKLE, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER AND DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INFORMATION SERVICES,
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE AND MEDICAID SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND

Mr. TRENKLE. Thank you. Chairman Herger, Chairman Johnson and Herger, Ranking Members Becerra and Stark, and distinguished Members of the Subcommittees, I am pleased to be here
today on behalf of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
to discuss the use of the Social Security numbers on the Medicare
identification cards.
CMS supports protecting beneficiaries from fraud and abuse and
identity theft, and we understand the concerns that the use of the
SSN causes for some beneficiaries. As a personal note, a couple
weeks ago my aunt passed away suddenly. And as the executive of
the estate, I had to go through the house and clear it out. And part
of that was looking at her wallet. And in the wallet was both her
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Social Security card and her Medicare card. So I understand, from
a personal basis, what the risks are of carrying that in a public location by a person who is 89 years old.
CMS is happy to work with Congress to develop an approach for
removing SSNs from the Medicare cards. And, depending on the
time frame, reprioritizing work that Congress has given us. To that
end, CMS has provided Congress with a cost estimate for removing
SSNs from Medicare cards in 2006 and 2011. And I know some
concerns have been expressed about the difference in cost between
the 2006 and 2011 estimates. However, the 2011 estimate was updated to reflect additional options, a new time for implementation,
a much more comprehensive review of impacted CMS systems, and
an estimate for Medicaid costs, which was not in the 2006 report.
This update provided a rough order of magnitude of the cost to
remove the SSN from the Medicare card, and clearly demonstrates
that any change in the current system for beneficiary identification
requires substantial investment of time, resources, and staff. We
appreciate the analysis that our colleagues from the GAO conducted on our report and cost estimates. And we concur with the
recommendation that we re-estimate the cost of removing the SSNs
from Medicare cards, using a more rigorous and detailed approach.
We have already begun work on that effort. We have identified
staff to work on it, and also will be shortly awarding a contract to
support that work.
It is important to remember—there was a question raised about
the difference between us and DoD and VA—it is important to remember that we are much more intricately linked with SSA and
the SSN. I worked in both agencies, and I know how tightly linked
the two agencies are because it is a basis for identity—beneficiary
authentic identification, fundamental to multiple systems, required
to process and track beneficiary claims and enrollment, to conduct
our anti-fraud and quality improvement offices and coordinate with
SSA, Railroad Retirement Board, and state Medicaid.
As a health care organization, we annually process 1.3 billion
Medicare claims from about a million providers on behalf of 50 million Medicare beneficiaries. Any change to Medicare card would impact each Medicare beneficiary, along with providers, health insurers, states, operations and systems of the primary agencies involved in the administration of Medicare.
CMS is determined that changes to Medicare card would involve
50 CMS systems and require sufficient planning and resources to
ensure that beneficiaries and providers would not experience major
disruptions. We believe, of the three options presented, the option
to replace with a new identifier best meets the goals of reducing
the risk of identity theft and preventing fraud, while minimizing
the burden on beneficiaries and providers.
We share the concerns of the committee and others about potential identity theft and schemes that target Medicare beneficiaries.
Given the budget and logistical challenges of removing the SSNs
from Medicare cards, we have already taken a number of steps to
protect beneficiaries from identity theft. We have removed the
SSNs from the Medicare summary notices that are mailed to beneficiaries on a quarterly basis. And we have prohibited private Medi-
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care, health, and prescription drug plans from using SSNs on enrollees’ insurance cards.
We are engaged in education effort to provide beneficiaries with
information on how to prevent medical identity theft and Medicare
fraud, which includes educating them about steps to prevent identity theft and fraud, including posting information on the CMS
website, and adding information to the Medicare handbook. We encourage our beneficiaries to review their billing statements and
other medical reports to spot unusual or questionable charges.
So, in closing, I appreciate the concerns expressed by Congress
and beneficiaries regarding the continued use of SSNs on Medicare
cards. And I can assure you that CMS will work to protect beneficiaries from fraud, abuse, and identity theft, wherever possible.
The Administration is happy to work with Congress to develop an
approach to remove SSNs from the Medicare card. We pledge to
continue our efforts to safeguard beneficiary identification numbers, maintain dialogue about options that Congress may wish to
consider, ensure there is no disruption in beneficiary access to their
Medicare services.
Though the costs and challenges of the Medicare cards that CMS
has identified are real, these challenges can be mitigated with
thoughtful planning. I appreciate the committee’s ongoing interest
in this issue, and can assure you that CMS is committed to working with Congress to identify ways to best protect beneficiaries’ privacy. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Tony Trenkle follows:]
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Hearing on Removing Social Security l\'umbers from Medicare Cards
August 1,2012

Chairmen Johnson and Herger, Ranking Members Becerra and Stark, and distinguished members
of the Subcommittees, [am pleased to be here today on behalf of the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) to discuss the use of Social Security Numbers (SSNs) within
Medicare.

CMS takes seriously the risk of identity theft for Medicare beneficiaries. We have removed
SSNs from Medicare Summary Noticcs mailed to beneficiaries on a quarterly basis, and wc have
prohibited private Medicare health and prescription drug plans from using SSNs on enrollees'
insurance cards (e.g., insurance cards for Medicare Advantage, cost contract, and Part D
prescription drug plan enrollees). We are engaged in an education effort that provides
beneficiaries with information on how to prevent medical identity theft and Medicare fraud.
However, the SSN is used as the basis for beneficiary identification because it is fundamental to
multiple CMS systems required to process and track beneficiary claims and enrollment, to
conduct our antifraud and quality improvement efforts and to coordinate with the Railroad
Retirement Board (RRB) and State Medicaid programs across the country.

In response to a request from the House Ways and Means Committee, CMS issued a report in
November 20[ [ entitled Update on the Assessment olthe Removal ofSocial Security Numbers
fi-om Medicare Cards (November 20 I [ Update), which examined three different options for
removing SSNs from the Medicare card. I This report was an update to a 2006 report, Removal

ofSocial Security Number fi-om the Medicare Health Insurance Card and Other Medicare
Correspondence. 2 As the November 20 II Update described, transitioning to a new identifier
would be a task of enormous complexity and cost and one that, undertaken without sufficient
planning, would present great risks to continued access to hcalthcare for Medicare beneficiaries.

I Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Report to Congress: Update on the Assessment of the Removal of
Social Security 1\' umbers from Medicare Cards. November 2011.
2 Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Report to Congress: Removal of Social Security Number from the
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Social Security Number as Medicare Health Insurance Claim Number (HICN)
From the creation of the Medicare program under the Social Security Act in 1965 until 1977, the
Mcdicarc program was administcrcd by thc Social Sccurity Administration. Whilc CMS is now
rcsponsible for the management of Medicare, the Social Security Administration and Mcdicare
continuc to rely on interrelated systems to coordinate both Social Security and Mcdicarc
eligibility. Mcdicare cards includc a Health Insurance Claim Numbcr (HICN) which is used as
the beneficiary identification number for Medicare. Generally, the HICN is based upon a
beneficiary'S SSN, or in cases where a beneficiary'S Medicare eligibility is based on the
employment status and Medicare payroll tax contributions of another person, his or her spouse or
parent's SSN. After determining Medicare eligibility, the Social Security Administration
transmits the SSN and beneficiary identification code (BIC)3 to CMS for entry into the CMS
Enrollment Database, the data repository for individuals who are or have ever been enrolled in
Medicare. CMS then issues the Medicare card with the HICN to the beneficiary. The HICN
serves as the primary identifier used for communication betwecn the bencficiary and CMS, and
is also used by providers who bill CMS, and for enrollment transactions with Medicare
Advantage and prescription drug plans. CMS utilizes the HICN as a beneficiary'S identifier in
50 internal CMS systems and in CMS communication with the Social Security Administration,
State Medicaid programs, and other nonpayment partners. 4

When receiving care, the beneficiary shows the provider or supplier their Medicare card with thc
HICN. The provider or supplier then uses thc Medicare card information to check eligibility and
to bill Medicare. a process that involves multiple CMS systems. Some examples of the CMS
administrative systems that utilize the HICN are: enrollment, quality control, program integrity
data for research purposes, and the coordination of benefits. Additionally, the eleven companies
contracting with CMS for elaims processing communicate with providers or suppliers using the
HICN for remittance and payment.

The beneficiary identification code (SIC) is a letter code that appears after the SSN, which conesponds to the
relationship of the cardholder to the individual whose work history enables the beneficiary to receive benefits.
4 Non-payment partners include: States, Railroad Retirement Board, Social Security Administration" Department of
Defense/TriCare, Office of Personnel Management, Department ofYeterans Affairs, Indian Health Service, End
Stage Renal Disease Networks (REMIS), Department of Treasury (debt referrals), Quality Improvement
Organizations and other quality contractors, Program Integrity Contractors. Employers, Federal and State Health
Insurance Exchanges (future capability, as permitted by the HIPAA Privacy Rule.)
3
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CMS Reports on the Removal of SSNs from Medicare Cards
CMS appreciates concerns about the ongoing use of SSNs on Mcdicare cards that have been
expressed by beneficiaries and other stakeholders, including Members of Congress. CMS
provided an initial examination of the potential challenges and costs posed by the removal of
SSNs from Medicare cards in the 2006 repmi to Congress. In this report, CMS concluded that
rcmoving SSNs from Medicare cards would require extcnsive planning and would be a costly
undertaking.

CMS' November 2011 Update provided a current analysis and cost estimate of options for
removing SSNs from Medicare cards, as well as three distinct options for removal of SSNs from
Medicare cards. Each of the three options evaluated in the November 2011 Update included cost
estimates, estimated implementation timeframes, and potential impacts to beneficiaries,
providers, insurers, States and other Federal agencies. It identified scenarios related to removal
of the SSN from the Medicare card for all current and future Medicare beneficiaries.

CMS found that removing the SSN from Medicare beneficiary identification cards would have
immediate and far reaching consequences. As a health care organization, Medicare annually
processes about 1.3 billion claims from about 1.5 million providers on behalf of 52 million
Medicare beneficiaries. Any change to the Medicare card would impact each Medicare
beneficiary, along with health care providers, health insurers and States, as well as the operations
and systems of the primary Federal agencies involved in the administration ofMedicare-CMS,
the SSA, and the Railroad Retirement Board (RRB).

Three Potential Implementation Scenarios Identified
The three scenarios identified in the November 20 II Update each present unique characteristics
built around business processes that correlate to different benefits, potential risks and costs. All
three implementation scenarios address the concern that the presence of the SSN on the Medicare
card presents a risk for identity theft if the card is lost or stolen. As described below, only
Scenario 1 replaces the HICN with an entirely new Medicare Beneficiary Identifier (MBI) for
purposes of provider billing. As a result, only Scenario I-the most costly and operationally
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challenging of the three

options~

would allow the MBl used for billing Medicare to be

tenninated and replaced in the event it was used for fraudulent billing of Medicare.

Scenario One - Medicare Card and Number ReplacementfNew "MBI"
Under this scenario beneficiaries would receive a new Medicare card with a newly issued MBl,
which they would use to receive services from providers. Providers would verify the new MBl
and use it for CMS interactions. However, CMS internal systems would process claims and
other transactions using the old HICN provided through the use of a translation utility. CMS
interfaces with non-payment exchange partners would remain HICN-based, while interfaces with
payment partners 5 would use the new MBI. If a beneficiary presented her MBI card to a
Government agency such as a SSA Field Office, that agency would convert the MBI to the
HICN via a CMS query.

Under this scenario, if an MBI became compromised in some

way~

for example the number

was used for some type offraudulent purpose~CMS would have the ability to cancel the MBI,
issue a new number and card to the Medicare beneficiary, and update its internal utility to use the
new data for the MBI to HICN translation.

This scenario would help improve CMS' ability to combat fraud, waste, and abuse since this
would provide the ability to turn off an HTCN similar to the way credit card companies are able
to easily cancel a compromised credit card to stop fraudulent activity and then reissue a new
number. Although CMS anticipates there are potential savings associated with an improved
ability to turn off or eliminate compromised beneficiary identifiers, CMS cannot determine, at
this time, to what extent a new non-SSN beneficiary identifier would more effectively address
the problem of compromised identifiers compared to other approaches which identify and
combat Medicare fraud currently under development.

Scenario Two - Medicare Card and Number ReplacementfNew "MBI" for
Query Purposes Only

Payment exchange partners: Carriers/MACs/Fls/DME MACs. Providers. DME Suppliers. Part C Plans. Part 0
Plans

5
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Under this scenario, bencficiaries would receive a new Medicare card with a newly issued MBI.
Providers would use the new MBT to query CMS systems to obtain the corresponding old HICN.
Unlike Scenario I where the providers would use the newly issued MBI to interact with CMS,
providers would continue to use the current HICN (based on the SSN) to interact with CMS.
CMS internal systems would conduct processing and interface with non-payment and payment
exchange partners using the HICN. CMS would use the MBT to interact with beneficiaries. If a
beneficiary presented her MBI card to a Government agency such as a SSA Field Office or
health care provider, that agency or health care provider would convert the MBI to the HICN via
aCMS query.

Scenario 2 would likely place a significant burden on the provider community. In Scenario 2,
providers would need to develop the operating procedures and systems capability to: (I) collect a
MBI from beneficiaries; (2) electronically request the HICN from Medicare; and (3) then use the
HICN for billing purposes.

If the situation warranted, CMS would cancel an existing MBI, issue a new number and card,
and update its internal utility to use the new data for the MBI to HICN translation. However,
since the HICN remained the beneficiary identifier for billing purposes, CMS would have to use
the same types of edits and controls it currently employs in the event a HICN becomes
compromised. This scenario maintains the necessity of providers keeping the HICN on file for
bill ing, which would still present a possible risk of identity theft in the event of a data breach in a
provider's office.

Scenario Three - Partial HICN Display on Medicare Card

Under the third scenario presented in the November 2011 Update, beneficiaries would receive a
new Medicare card with a modified HICN. The change to the Medicare card would be the
obscuring of the first five digits of the beneficiary's SSN. This means the BlC portion of the
HICN and the last four digits of the SSN would remain visible. Providers would manage
verification and eligibility checks through one of the existing resources designed for that
purpose. CMS internal systems would continue to conduct processing and interface with nonpayment and payment exchange partners using the HICN. However, CMS internal systems,
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payment and non-payment exchange partners would require system modifications to
accommodate a change to the HTCN input fields for verification and eligibility checks.

Since the HICN would remain the beneficiary identifier for billing purposes, CMS would have to
use the samc typcs of cdits and controls it currently cmploys in the cvcnt a HTCN wcre to
become compromised. This scenario would require providers keep the HICN on file for billing,
which would still present a possible risk of idcntity thcft in the cvcnt of a data breach in a
provider's office.

Costs for Implementation

As the Committee requested, the November 2011 Update provided cost estimates for scenarios
for removing the SSN from Medicare cards along with the costs and timeframes associated with
such options. The SSN-based HTCN is the identifier used for 50 CMS systems, as well as for
communication with the SSA, RRB, State Medicaid departments and private Medicare health
and prescription drug plans. As a result of its widespread use as a foundational component in
CMS and partner systems, all the options for changing the beneficiary identifier would be costly,
and could require significant changes from the many stakeholders who need to accurately
identify the more than 52 million beneficiaries who have Medicare cards with HICNs. In
addition, thcre are substantial costs associated with outreach to those beneficiaries and their
providers to ensure any transition goes smoothly, without disruptions in access to care. CMS
would be committed to extensive outreach and education for beneficiaries, caregivers, and
providers in order to ensure that any transition did not create a new opportunity for fraudsters to
take advantage of beneficiary confusion associated with the transition to obtain beneficiaries'
personal information.

The November 2011 Update estimated that it would require approximately $812 million to $845
million, depending on the implementation scenario. In general, Scenario I is expected to incur
the highest costs, primarily based upon the expectation that providers would use the MBT in their
interactions with CMS. This would require CMS to modify all systems that receive inquiries and
billing transactions from providers to accept the MBT number and immediately interface with the
translation utility to replace that with the H1CN for internal processing.
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Estimates for all three scenarios also considered the projected costs for SSA and RRB,6 as well
as the changes necessary to State Medicaid systems. For beneficiaries dually eligible for
Medicare and Medicaid, State Medicaid systems would need to recognize, accept, and transition
to the use of a new beneficiary number, as well as incur the cost of matching historical data to
the new identifier. In all three scenarios, the cost of converting CMS systems accounts for a
significant portion of the cost. These costs include system development costs to cover the
planning, gathering, development and implementation of new system changes and include
Federal FTE and contractor labor, hardware and software updates for approximately 50 systcms.
Under all three scenarios, CMS, our Federal partners, and State Medicaid programs would expect
to face substantial systems work at a significant cost.

Current CMS Efforts to Prevent Identity Theft
CMS shares the concerns of this Committee and others about the potential identity theft and
schemes that target Medicare beneficiaries. Given the budgetary and logistical challenges of
removing SSNs from Medicare cards, CMS has already taken a number of steps to protect
beneficiaries from identity theft. We have also taken multiple actions to educate beneficiaries
about steps they should take to prevent identity theft and fraud, including posting information on
the CMS website7 and adding information to the annual "Medicare & You" Handbook.R

Increasing Beneficiary Awareness About Identify Theft
Outreach, education, and ongoing communication are consistently utilized to increase
beneficiary awareness about minimizing opportunities for medical identity theft. CMS has a
multi-pronged approach to educating beneficiaries and sensitizing them to this important issue
that includes the CMS Medicare & You handbook and information available online at
\Vv.:.\Y.,b~g1.~¥e.gov9 and www.stopmedicilt:f.l:raud.gov.lo Beneficiaries are provided with

7

SSA and RRB provided estimates of their respective projected costs for all three scenarios.
http://www.medicare.gov/navigation/help-and-support/fraud-and-abuse/fraud-and-abuse-overview.aspx

8

http://www .medicare.gov/Publications/Pubs/pdf/l 0050.pdf

<}

Information includes "Protecting Medicare and You from Fraud," which advises beneficiaries on how to protect

6

themselves from identity theft.
Information includes "Medical Identity Theft & Medicare Fraud,", which offers advice on protecting personal
information, what to look out for in fraud schemes, how to read Medicare bills, and how to repOli Medicare fraud or
10

identity theft.
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recommendations on who they should provide personal information to and what that information
should be. [n situations where they arc suspicious or concerned about somconc requesting
personal information, assistance and support contact options are readily available. CMS also
cncourages our beneficiaries to review their Medicare billing statements and other medical
rcports in order to spot unusual or questionable chargcs. On March 7, 2012, Medicare
announced the redesign of the quarterly Medicare Summary Notices (MSN) so that beneficiaries
can more easily spot potential fraud or irregularities on claims submitted for their care. 11

CMS has also been pminering with the Administration for Community Living (ACL) to operate
the Senior Medicare Patrol program - groups of senior citizen volunteers that educate and
empowcr their peers to identify, prevent, and report identity theft and other forms of health care
fraud. The SMP program empowers seniors through increased awareness and understanding of
health care programs.

Since the SMP program's inception in 1997, the program has educated over 4.6 million
beneficiaries in group or one-on-one counseling sessions and has reached an estimated 27
million people through SMP-Ied community education outreach events. Over 323,000 Medicare,
Medicaid and other complaints of potential health care fraud have been resolved by SMPs or
referred for further investigation.

Conclusion
CMS takes seriously our responsibilities to provide high quality health care to beneficiaries
while also protecting the privacy of Medicare beneficiaries. CMS has implemented efforts to
protect beneficiaries from identity theft through enhanced beneficiary communication, education
on identifying and reporting fraud, waste, and abuse, and the importance of protecting Medicare
ID numbers. CMS has also taken actions to minimize unnecessary use of SSNs by removing
SSNs from Medicare Summary Notices and prohibiting Medicare private health and drug plans
from using SSNs on enrollees' insurance cards.
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Chairman JOHNSON. Welcome, Ms. KING. You are recognized.
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STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN KING, DIRECTOR, HEALTH CARE;
ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL BERTONI, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION, WORKFORCE, AND INCOME SECURITY, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE

Ms. KING. Chairman Johnson, Chairman Herger, ranking Members of the Subcommittees, and other Members of the Subcommittees, we are pleased to be here today to discuss our review of the
options presented in the 2011 Report to Congress by CMS for removing Social Security numbers from Medicare cards, and the
agency’s cost estimates for these options.
More than 48 million Medicare cards display an SSN as part of
the health insurance claim number, or HICN. The HICN plays an
essential role in the administration of the Medicare program, and
is used by CMS to interact with beneficiaries and providers, and
by other agencies that play a role in determining an individual’s
eligibility for Medicare. For most people, the Social Security Administration is responsible for determining Medicare eligibility and
assigning the HICN.
In response to a congressional request from some members of
these subcommittees, CMS presented three options for removing
the SSNs from Medicare cards. All three options would generally
require similar efforts, including coordinating with stakeholders,
converting information technology systems, conducting provider
and beneficiary outreach, training of business partners, and issuing
new cards.
Of the three options in CMS’s report, we found that replacing the
SSN with a new identifier for use by both beneficiaries and providers offers beneficiaries the greatest protection against identity
theft, because the SSN would no longer be printed on the card. In
addition, because providers would not need the SSN to interact
with CMS, they would not be required to collect or maintain this
information, reducing beneficiaries’ vulnerability in the event of a
provider data breach. This option may also prevent fewer burdens
for providers, because they would not have to query a CMS database or call CMS to obtain beneficiaries’ information.
CMS estimated that implementation would cost between $803
million and $845 million over 4 years, depending on the option selected. Approximately two-thirds of the total estimated cost are associated with modifications to state Medicaid IT systems and
CMS’s and its contractors’ IT systems. We have four key concerns
regarding the methods and assumptions CMS used to develop its
cost estimates that raise questions about their reliability.
First, CMS did not use any standard cost estimating guidance in
developing their estimates. Second, the procedures used to develop
the estimates for the two largest cost categories, the Medicaid IT
systems and the CMS IT systems, are questionable and not well
documented. Third, we identified some inconsistencies in the assumptions used by CMS and SSA in developing the estimates. Finally, CMS did not take into account other factors, such as possible
efficiencies that could be realized by combining IT modifications required to remove SSNs with related IT modernization efforts, or
consider potential savings from not having to monitor compromised
SSNs.
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While CMS has identified options for removing the SSN from
Medicare cards, the agency has not committed to a plan for this removal. Lack of progress on this key initiative leaves Medicare beneficiaries exposed to the possibility of identity theft.
In a report we are releasing today, we have recommended that
CMS select an approach for removing the SSN from the Medicare
card that best protects beneficiaries from identity theft and minimizes burdens for providers, beneficiaries, and CMS.
We have also recommended that CMS develop an accurate, welldocumented cost estimate using standard cost estimating procedures.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. Happy to
answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Kathleen King follows:]
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Chairman Johnson, Chairman Herger, and Members of the
Subcommittees:
We are pleased to be here today to discuss our review of the options
presented by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and
its agency, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), for
removing Social Security numbers (SSN) from Medicare 1 cards and the
agency's cost estimates for these options. 2
More than 48 million Medicare cards display an SSN as part of the health
insurance claim number (HICN). The HICN plays an essential role in the
administration of the Medicare program and is used by CMS to interact
with beneficiaries and providers, and by other agencies that playa role in
determining an individual's eligibility for Medicare. 3 However, thieves can
steal the information from Medicare cards to commit various acts of
identity theft, such as opening fraudulent bank or credit card accounts or
receiving medical services in a beneficiary's name. In 2010, 7 percent of
households in the United States, or about 8.6 million households, had at
least one member age 12 or older who experienced identity theft,
according to U.S. Department of Justice figures. The estimated financial
cost of identity theft during that year was approximately $13.3 billion.4
Theft of this information can also result from a data breach-the
unauthorized disclosure of a beneficiary's personally identifiable
information.' Between September 2009 and March 2012, the HHS Office
for Civil Rights identified over 400 reports of provider data breaches

1Medicare is the federal health insurance program for individuals over the age of 65,
individuals under the age of 65 with certain disabilities, and individuals with end-stage
renal disease.

2Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Update on the Assessment of the Removal of
Social Security Numbers from Medicare Cards (Baltimore, Md.: November 2011).
3 For

most individuals, the Social Security Administration (SSA) is responsible for

determining eligibility for Medicare and assigning the HICN. However, for the

approximately 550,000 Railroad Retirement beneficiaries and their dependents, the
Railroad Retirement Board (RRB) is responsible for determining eligibility and assigning
the HICN.
4Lynn Langston, Identity Theft Reported by Households, 2005-2010, NCJ 236245
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of
Justice Statistics, November 2011).
5For the purposes of this statement, we define a data breach as the unauthorized
acquisition, access, use, or disclosure of individuaJ!y identifiable information.
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involving protected health information that each affected more than 500
individuals. 6
The importance of enhancing security protections for the display and use
of SSNs has resulted in multiple actions by federal and state
governments and the private sector. For example, the Social Security
Administration (SSA) has advised for years that individuals not carry their
Social Security card with them. In 2007, the Office of Management and
Budget issued a directive to all federal agencies to develop a plan for
reducing the unnecessary use of SSNs and exploring alternatives to their
use. 7 Many federal agencies, including the Departments of Defense
(DOD) and Veterans Affairs (VA), have taken significant steps to remove
SSNs from their health insurance and identification cards. In the private
sector, health insurers have also removed SSNs from their insurance
cards in an effort to comply with state laws and protect beneficiaries from
identity theft. In 2004, we reported that CMS determined it would be costprohibitive to remove the SSN from the Medicare cardB Subsequently,
CMS issued a report to Congress in 2006 describing an option for
removing the SSN and estimated it would cost over $300 million to do
SO.9

Our remarks are based on our report released today,10 which describes
the various options for removing the SSN from the Medicare card and
examines the potential benefits, burdens, and CMS's cost estimates
associated with the various options. To conduct this work, we reviewed

6We use the term provider to refer to any organization, institution, or individual that
provides health care services to Medicare beneficiaries. These include hospitals, nursing

facilities, physicians, hospices, ambulatory surgical centers, outpatient clinics, and
suppliers of durable medical equipment, among others.

70ffice of Management and Budget Memorandum M-07-16, Safeguarding Against and
Responding to the Breach of Personally fdentifiable Information (Washington, D.C.:
May 22. 2007).

8GAO, Social Security Numbers: Governments Could Do More to Reduce Display in
Public Records and on Identity Cards, GAO-05-59 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 9, 2004).
9Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Report to Congress: Removal of Social
Security Number from the Medicare Health Insurance Card and Other Medicare
Correspondence (Baltimore, Md.: October 2006).
10 GAO , Medicare: CMS Needs an Approach and a Reliable Cost Estimate for Removing
Social Security Numbers from Medicare Cards, Gt\O-12-831 (Washington, D.C.: Aug. 2,

2012).
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CMS's 2011 report to Congress,11 as well as supporting documentation
provided by CMS. We also interviewed officials from CMS, SSA, and the
Rai[road Retirement Board (RRB), as well as officials at DOD, VA, and
representatives of private health insurers and other stakeholders. More
information on our scope and methodology is provided in the full report.
Our work was performed in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards from January 2012 to Ju[y 2012 for both
the full report and for this statement.
[n its November 2011 report, CMS presented three options for removing
SSNs from Medicare cards. One option would truncate the SSN so that
only the last four digits would appear on the card. However, the full SSN
would continue to be used by both beneficiaries and providers for all
Medicare business transactions. The other two options would replace the
display of the SSN on the Medicare card with a newly developed identifier
that CMS calls the Medicare Beneficiary Identifier (MB[). [n one of these
options, this new identifier would be used by the beneficiary in their
interactions with CMS; however, the provider would continue to use the
SSN to interact with CMS. [n the other, both the beneficiary and provider
would use the new identifier printed on the Medicare card and the SSN
would be entirely excluded from the transaction. CMS, SSA, and RRB
reported that all three options would generally require sirni[ar efforts,
including coordinating with stakeholders; converting informationtechnology (IT) systems; conducting provider and beneficiary outreach
and education; ccnducting training of business partners; and issuing new
cards. While the level and type of modifications required to [T systems
would vary under each option, the one involving use of a new identifier by
both beneficiaries and providers would require somewhat more-extensive
[T modifications. However, CMS has not committed to implementing any
of the three options presented in its report. Nor did CMS consider other
options in its 2011 report, such as how machine-readable technologies,
including bar codes, magnetic stripes, or srnart chips, could assist in the
effort to rernove SSNs from Medicare cards. CMS officials told us that
they limited their options to those retaining the basic format of the current
paper card, and did not consider options that they believed were outside
the scope of the congressional request.

11Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Update on the Assessment of the Removal
of Sociaf Security Numbers from Medicare Cards (Baltimore, Md.: November 2011).
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Of the three options presented in eMS's 2011 report, we found that
replacing the SSN with a new identifier for use by beneficiaries and
providers offers beneficiaries the greatest protection against identity theft.
Under this option, beneficiaries' risk of identity theft would be reduced in
the event that their card was lost or stolen because the SSN would no
longer be printed on the card. In addition, because providers would not
need the SSN to interact with eMS, they would not be required to collect
or maintain this information, reducing the beneficiaries' vulnerability in the
event of a provider data breach. In addition, this option presents fewer
burdens for beneficiaries and providers relative to the others. Under this
option, the new identifier would be printed on the card, and beneficiaries
would use this identifier when interacting with eMS, eliminating the need
for them to memorize their SSN or store it elsewhere as they mig ht do
under the other options. This option may also present fewer burdens for
providers because they would not have to query a eMS database or call
eMS to obtain a beneficiary's information to submit claims as they would
with the other two options. 12 Regardless of the option, the burdens
experienced by eMS would likely be similar because eMS would still
need to conduct many of the same activities and incur many of the same
costs. For example, it would need to reissue Medicare cards to current
beneficiaries; conduct outreach and education to beneficiaries and
providers; and conduct training for business partners. In addition, similar
modifications to state Medicaid IT systems would be required under each
option in order to process information on individuals eligible for both
Medicare and Medicaid. 13 However, according to eMS officials, the option
that calls for replacing the SSN with a new identifier to be used by
beneficiaries and providers would have additional burdens because of the
more extensive changes required to eMS's IT systems compared to the
other options.
In its report, eMS, in conjunction with SSA and RRB, estimated that
altering or removing the SSN would cost between $803 million and
$845 million, depending on the option selected. Approximately two-thirds
of the total estimated costs (between $512 million and $554 million) are

12There may be some initial burdens for providers and beneficiaries under any of the three
options presented by eMS. For example, according to eMS officials, some providers may
be required to update their IT software and beneficiaries may be confused by any change
to their identifier.
13Stat8 Medicaid programs are jointly~funded federal-state health care programs that
cover certain low-income individuals.
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associated with modifications to existing state Medicaid IT systems and
eMS's IT-system conversions. 14 While modifications to existing state
Medicaid IT systems and related costs are projected to cost the same
across all three options, the estimated costs for eMS's IT-system
conversions vary because of differences in the number of systems
affected, and the costs for modifying affected systems for the different
options. Both SSA and RRB would also incur costs under each of the
options. '5 SSA estimated that implementing any of them would cost the
agency $95 million, and RRB estimated costs totaling between
$1.1 million and $1.3 million, depending on the option.
However, we have four key concerns regarding the methods and
assumptions eMS used to develop its cost estimates that raise questions
about their reliability. First, eMS did not use any cost-estimating guidance
when developing its estimates. eMS officials acknowledged that the
agency did not rely on any such guidance, for example GAO's,'6 in
developing its report.17 Second, the procedures used to develop
estimates for the two largest cost categories-changes to existing state
Medicaid IT systems and eMS's IT-system conversions-are
questionable and not well documented.18 For example, eMS's estimates
for certain costs were based on data collected in 2008, at which time the
agency had not developed all of the options presented in the 2011

14CMS would incur $261 million as the federal share of the estimated total of $290 million.
The remaining $29 mitlion would be the responsibility of the states.

15Soth SSA and RRB perform Medicare-related activities and would need to make
changes to their business processes and IT systems as a result of any of the options to
remove SSNs from Medicare cards. SSA determines Medicare eligibility for persons who
receive or are about to receive Social Security benefits, enrolls those who are eligible into
Medicare, and assigns them a HICN. Though eMS prints and distributes the Medicare
card, beneficiaries often contact SSA when they need a replacement card. RRB is
responsible for determining Medicare eligibility for qualified railroad retirement
beneficiaries, enrolling them into Medicare, assigning HICNs to these individuals, and
issuing Medicare cards to them.
16 GAO , Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide: Best Practices for Developing and
Managing Capital Program Cost, GA.O-09-3SP (Washington, D.C.: March 2009).

17 CMS developed its estimates In conjunction with SSA and RRB by examining cost
categories that included potential modifications to IT systems, reissuance of Medicare
cards, and beneficiary outreach and education.

181n addition to Medicaid IT-system modification costs, this cost category includes related
costs, such as business-process changes, training, and updates to system
documentation.
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report." In addition, while CMS asked for cost data from all states, it
received data from only five states-Minnesota, Montana, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, and Texas-and we were unable to determine whether
these states are representative of the IT-system changes required by all
states. For CMS's own IT systems, cost estimates for required
modifications were approximately three times higher than those in the
agency's 2006 report.20 CMS could not explain how or why a number of
these systems would be affected under the three options. Officials also
could not explain the variance in the costs to modify these systems
across the options and could provide only limited documentation on the
development of CMS's estimates. Third, we identified inconsistencies in
some assumptions used by CMS and SSA in the development of the
estimates. For example, CMS and SSA used different assumptions
regarding the number of Medicare beneficiaries that would require new
Medicare cards. Fourth, CMS did not take into account other factors when
developing its cost estimates. For example, CMS did not consider
possible efficiencies that could be realized by combining IT modifications
required to remove SSNs with related IT modernization efforts. The
agency also did not attempt to calculate potential savings due to the
reduced need to monitor compromised SSNs if they were removed from
Medicare cards.
In conclusion, nearly six years have passed since CMS first issued a
report to Congress that explored options for removing the SSN from the
Medicare card, and five years have elapsed since the Office of
Management and Budget directed federal agencies to reduce the
unnecessary use of the SSN. While CMS has identified various options
for removing the SSN from Medicare cards, the agency has not
committed to a plan for such removal. Lack of action on this key initiative
leaves Medicare beneficiaries exposed to the possibility of identity theft.
Therefore, we recommended that CMS select an approach for removing
the SSN from the Medicare card that best protects beneficiaries from
identity theft and minimizes burdens for providers, beneficiaries, and

19CMS officials told us that the new identifier for beneficiary use and new identifier for
beneficiary and provider use options had already been developed at the time eMS
requested data from the states, but the agency did not include the truncation option when
it requested data from the states.

20ln its 2006 report to Congress, eMS estimated that removal of the SSN from Medicare
cards would cost approximately $338 million, of which $80.2 million was attributable to
start-up costs for IT-system modifications.
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CMS; we also believe CMS should develop an accurate, welldocumented cost estimate for such an option using standard costestimating procedures.
In responding to a draft of the report on which this testimony is based,
CMS concurred with our first recommendation to select an approach that
best protects beneficiaries from identity theft while minimizing burdens for
beneficiaries and providers. CMS also concurred with our second
recommendation, stating that it would conduct a new estimate and utilize
GAO's suggestions to strengthen its estimating methodology. SSA, RRB,
and DOD, had no substantive comments and did not comment on the
report's recommendations. VA concurred with our findings.
Chairman Johnson, Chairman Herger, and Members of the
Subcommittees, this completes our prepared statement. We would be
pleased to respond to any questions you may have at this time.

If you or your staff have any questions about this testimony, please
contact me at (202) 512-7114 or kingk@gao.gov, or Daniel Bertoni at
(202) 512-7215 or bertonid@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of
Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page
of this statement. GAO staff who made key contributions to this testimony
are listed in appendix I.
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Appendix I: GAO Contacts and Staff
Acknowledgments
GAO Contacts

Kathleen King, (202) 512-7114 or kingk@gao.gov,orDaniel Bertoni,
(202) 512-7215 or bertonid@gao.gov.

Staff
Acknowledgments

In addition to the contacts named above, the following individuals made
key contributions to this statement: Lori Rectanus, Assistant Director;
Thomas Walke, Assistant Director; David Barish; Carrie Davidson;
Drew Long, and Andrea E. Richardson.
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Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you, ma’am. I thank you both for
your testimony. We will now turn to questions.
And as is customary for each round of questions, I will limit my
time and will ask my colleagues to limit their questioning time to
five minutes, as well.
Mr. Trenkle, do you speak for CMS?
Mr. TRENKLE. Do I speak for CMS?
Chairman JOHNSON. Yes. Can you make a statement on their
behalf?

34
Mr. TRENKLE. I can certainly make statements on their behalf
to some extent. Obviously, I am a career employee of CMS; I am
not a political employee. So I can only speak at a certain level.
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, that shouldn’t matter. On behalf of
the one million Medicare beneficiaries, I am a little bit upset. First,
CMS responded to a bipartisan letter from leadership of this committee over 12 months after the deadline. And I think it is unfair.
But how dare CMS treat this committee, this Congress, and our
nation’s seniors with such contempt?
Second, despite the fact that this committee’s bipartisan letter
asks for detailed estimates and justifications for all costs, we now
learn from GAO that your cost estimates aren’t credible.
Finally, despite a decade of instruction from the Congress to take
Social Security numbers off Medicare cards, CMS has not committed to a plan for such removal. And you are probably aware
that the health organizations around the country took them off,
and that the military has been taking them off.
Mr. TRENKLE. Right.
Chairman JOHNSON. And if they can do it, and you were asked
to do it some many years ago, I don’t understand what is taking
so long.
In your testimony you say CMS takes seriously the risk of identity theft for Medicare beneficiaries, and that it appreciates the
concerns expressed by Congress, and beneficiaries, regarding the
continued use of serial numbers on Medicare cards. Do you believe
this?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, I do. I can certainly understand your frustration and other frustrations of the committee and subcommittees
regarding where we have gone over the last seven years with the
two cost estimates and the other work that is being done by federal
agencies.
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, it is all of us, both the Democrats
and Republicans working together on this committee that have become upset about empty words. And it is outrageous that you are
kind of thumbing your nose at Congress and seniors.
I can only conclude that CMS is busy doing other things besides
protecting the privacy of seniors and the integrity of Medicare. So,
it seems it is going to take an Act of Congress—another one; we
already made one—to make CMS remove the Social Security numbers.
Mr. Trenkle, is it true that CMS requires that cards issued by
Part C, Medicare Advantage, and Part D, prescription drug benefits, do not display a Social Security number?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, that is correct.
Chairman JOHNSON. Aren’t you being hypocritical, asking your
service providers to do what you won’t do?
Mr. TRENKLE. I don’t believe it is hypocritical. I think, as part
of the changes in the OMB directive, we made a number of changes
over the last several years. That was one that we—as we implemented the Part C and D plans, that we made that change. And,
as you say, that was done by the private insurers.
However, to do something on the scale of what we are talking
about for CMS and Medicare, we are talking about a much larger
effort that is much more intertwined with other federal agencies.
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I mean the Medicare Advantage is probably about 25 percent of the
overall Medicare. So if we are talking, say, 50 to 52 million Americans, that is 13 million, as opposed to 39 million, plus the connections with SSA——
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, let me just interrupt you and say
GAO talks about the Department of Defense and Veterans Affairs
efforts to remove the Social Security numbers from their ID cards.
Have you even talked to them to find out how they did it?
Mr. TRENKLE. We have talked to them, and we have also
talked to the private insurers, as well.
It is good to keep in mind—and I am not—let me just first state
up front I am not making excuses. I certainly want to work with
Congress, and we want to work with you all to look at the various
priorities that Congress has asked us to do, and see how we can
work this in with the other priorities for the Medicare program. So
I don’t want to make excuses.
But I do want to say that there are differences between the DoD
and VA. One is the scale; our scale is much larger. The second is
that VA is a closed system. DoD is a partly closed health care system. So—and they are certainly not as entwined with Social Security.
If you remember, Social Security really works as our arm of operations for this program. So it is not to trivialize the work that they
have done, but just to say that it is going to be a massive undertaking if we go down this road.
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, they did it because they were able
to and willing to make the change as they print new cards. You
print new cards in millions. And I don’t understand why we can’t
get something going. It has been too many years behind.
And I will stop there and question some more later. And I yield
to my compadre, Mr. Becerra.
Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, thank you. And thank you to the
three of you for your testimony. And I hope that this is just the
beginning of a process to get us to the point where we are able to
remove that Social Security number from the Medicare cards.
Mr. Trenkle, let me ask a couple of questions. In terms of the implementation of the different services that CMS and Medicare provide to the millions of Americans who are beneficiaries of Medicare
services, having paid into the system to earn those benefits, Medicare doesn’t have any local offices to administer the services that
seniors and others who receive Medicare benefits need. Right? They
don’t have their——
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. When a senior applies for Medicare, that senior
doesn’t go to a Medicare office, but he or she must go to a Social
Security office. Is that correct?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. That means that taking in an application for
benefits, or responding to inquiries regarding Medicare benefits is
done—if it is done directly to an office, it is done to a Social Security office.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. Who issues Medicare cards?
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Mr. TRENKLE. The cards are—the numbers are actually—SSA
actually does the enumeration, and we actually issue the Medicare
cards.
Mr. BECERRA. So, Social Security is part of the process of
issuing these cards to seniors, the Medicare cards?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct, except I also want to mention in
the case of the Railroad Retirement Board, they actually do it for
the Railroad Retirement Board retirees
and——
Mr. BECERRA. And if a senior needs to have a Medicare card
replaced, they go to a Social Security office.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. Okay. Who collects the premiums, the Medicare
premiums, from seniors?
Mr. TRENKLE. It is part of the Social Security—it comes out of
the Social Security check.
Mr. BECERRA. And if a senior wants to talk to someone in person, has a question about his or her Medicare benefits and wants
to speak to someone in person, they are confused about their benefits, they don’t believe they got their correct service out of Medicare, they go to a Social Security office, do they not?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. So while I know you are here with CMS and not
with the Social Security Administration, it is clear that the Social
Security Administration will have a large role to play in whatever
we do with removing the Social Security number from the Medicare
card.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, that is correct. And as I mentioned earlier
in my testimony, I worked at both places, so I understand that
the—impact this will have on the field offices at Social Security.
Mr. BECERRA. And while we are hoping to get a more accurate
estimate of the cost of removing that number from the Medicare
card, it is clear that it is going to cost some money.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. And there—we have got estimates. Early estimate in 2005, 2006 was somewhere over $300 million.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. A 2011 estimate was somewhere over $800 million. We are talking in the hundreds of millions of dollars, likely,
to remove the card and secure the safety of that—excuse me, remove the Social Security number from the card and to secure the
safety of that number for our Medicare beneficiaries.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct. And also, there is going to be
considerable outreach required, because of the fact that we will
need to educate the beneficiaries and their families on the changes
that are being made to that card, as well as the provider community. The provider community, this will be a major change for
them, as well.
Mr. BECERRA. So this is not something that the Social Security
Administration or CMS, which helps administer Medicare, currently is being funded to do.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. And so, either you receive resources to try to
compensate for the hundreds of millions of dollars it will cost to
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make this change to secure the Social Security number for seniors
on their Medicare card, or you have to shift your resources from
other current services in order to pay for the cost of this transition.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. BECERRA. What types of services might be affected if you
have to take from existing resources and—existing services in order
to cover the cost of transitioning to a Medicare card without a Social Security number?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, I can’t really speak to that today, because
part of it is—as you know, most of the work that we do is based
on congressional legislation, and we follow out the wishes of Congress. So if we are going to make some changes and it would impact priorities, we would need to work with you and others and determine which priorities would need to be shifted to enable us to
fund that out of our existing resources.
Mr. BECERRA. Well, I hope you are able to give us some clear
guidance on what might happen if we instruct CMS and Social Security and Medicare programs under HHS to move forward with
this transition without providing you with the resources. Because
I can assume that it can only get worse for seniors who are right
now trying to get their Social Security services. They have already
seen, as a result to the budget cuts to Social Security Administration’s budget, reduction in the number of hours that their offices
are open. There are longer wait times now when people call the 1–
800 number to get Social Security services. We understand that the
Social Security Administration has had to reduce the size of its
staff.
And so, more and more, what we are talking about is shortchanging Americans who work very hard to pay for their Social Security and Medicare services. And I would hate to see that we instruct you to do something that is absolutely essential to provide
protection against identity theft, but we do at the cost of providing
good service to those who worked so hard to earn those services.
So, I thank the three of you for your testimony. I look forward
to working with you in the future.
Mr. TRENKLE. Thank you.
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Chairman Herger, you are
recognized for five minutes.
Mr. HERGER. Thank you, Chairman Johnson. And, Mr. Trenkle,
I am pleased to hear that under questioning from Chairman Johnson you indicated that you are not here to make any excuses.
More than one decade ago, GAO first recommended removing Social Security numbers from government documents. CMS failed to
act. More than five years ago the OMB issued a directive telling
all federal agencies to develop a plan for reducing unnecessary use
of Social Security numbers and explore alternatives. Again, CMS
failed to act.
Now, I know CMS claims that Social Security numbers are important to carrying out program functions. But I have to imagine
it was also important to the DoD, the VA, and they are well on
their way to removing Social Security numbers. I also imagine it
was important to private insurance companies before they removed
Social Security numbers, replacing them with unique identifiers. I
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am sure the same can be said for Medicare Advantage and prescription drug plans.
The Social Security Administration inspector general states,
‘‘Medicare cards unnecessarily place millions of individuals at risk
for identity theft. We do not believe a federal agency should place
more value on convenience than the security of its beneficiaries’
personal information.’’
After more than 10 years, CMS has failed to lead and failed to
act. And, as a result, nearly 50 million Americans are at risk. In
fact, were it not for a directive from Congress, I wonder if CMS
would have even considered removing Social Security numbers
from the Medicare card.
Mr. Trenkle, does this Administration believe Social Security
numbers should be taken off of the Medicare identification cards to
protect our seniors?
Mr. TRENKLE. Thank you, Chairman, for your remarks. And as
I said earlier to Chairman Johnson, I understand your frustration.
And I——
Mr. HERGER. And if you could give me a yes or no, does the Administration feel the numbers should be taken off?
Mr. TRENKLE. As I mentioned earlier, we do feel that the option one that GAO spoke of, which was replacing the number with
a new identifier, would offer the greatest protection against identity theft.
Mr. HERGER. Then why hasn’t CMS acted?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, as I mentioned a few moments ago, we
have a number of congressional mandates around the Medicare
program that we are trying to implement. And this will be an extensive undertaking, regarding of how you look a the cost numbers.
It will be an extensive undertaking. So we need to work with you
and others in Congress to reprioritize, or look at the other priorities, to determine how this will be taken care of, if additional appropriations are not given to us for this.
Mr. HERGER. And, Mr. Trenkle, are you aware that the Department of Defense and Veterans Administration did not require new
funding to remove Social Security numbers from their membership
cards? They use existing funding?
Mr. TRENKLE. I heard that this morning, and I am not really
aware of how they did the change and how they made the necessary budget adjustments to do that. So I would certainly be interested in talking to them more about how they managed to do that
within their existing budgets.
Mr. HERGER. Now, I know that Medicare has far more beneficiaries, but I also know that CMS administrative budget is quite
large. Why is it that CMS can’t follow in the footsteps of DoD and
VA, and use existing money to implement this long overdue and
needed change?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, as I said earlier, it is not exactly comparing apples to apples, because they do have a different type of
setup, in terms of the—how its—how the operations are done, that
they operate mostly within closed systems, and that they have different types of arrangements, in terms of funding, than we do. So
I can’t say they can do it this way and we can do it that way.
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But at the same point, I understand what you are saying. It is
a large budget, and we do an awful lot of work with that budget,
as you know, because a lot of legislation comes out of Congress
each year that impacts us.
So, as I have said earlier, we will commit to looking at that in
our new and more rigorous cost estimate, and see where there—
if we cannot get additional appropriations, how we can work with
Congress to reprioritize some of the mandates that you have asked
us to achieve.
Mr. HERGER. And I might just close with how can you expect
Congress to provide additional funding when your agency, according to GAO, is unable to produce a credible estimate?
And I yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Mr. Stark, you are recognized.
Mr. STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank the
panel for their enlightenment this morning.
The—Mr. Trenkle, I guess GAO has had two recommendations.
And what—which one would—approach would you prefer for removing the Social Security numbers?
Mr. TRENKLE. I guess I mentioned that just a moment ago, that
we think that the one that would provide the best—we would like
to re-estimate all three options, but the one that we feel that would
provide the best protection against identity theft would be replacing the number with a new number, which is our option one.
Mr. STARK. Could you state today a timeline, an estimate within a couple of months, one way or the other, as to what it would
take to complete this—the contractor, and have it completed?
Mr. TRENKLE. To re-do the estimates? I think we could do that
within the next six months. Certainly without—let me——
Mr. STARK. Yes.
Mr. TRENKLE. The only caveat would be the Medicaid costs,
which may require more research to make sure that we have them
correct. But I think we can leverage the work we have already
done, do the more rigorous cost estimating work with our colleagues from GAO, and bring another contractor. I feel that we can
do that within the next six months.
Mr. STARK. Great. Thank you very much.
Mr. TRENKLE. Thank you.
Mr. STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Stark. Mr. Reichert, you
are recognized.
Mr. REICHERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Trenkle, have
you been a victim of identity theft?
Mr. TRENKLE. I have not, personally, although I know others
who have.
Mr. REICHERT. So you have visited with people who have been
victims of identity theft?
Mr. TRENKLE. I know people who have been victims of identity
theft, and it is not a trivial matter that it happens, yes.
Mr. REICHERT. Have you had an opportunity to visit with some
of the constituents that you serve through your job, current job, regarding identity theft and the impacts on American citizens?
Mr. TRENKLE. The ones who have had identity—have had—
have been victims of identity theft?
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Mr. REICHERT. Yes. Have you had the opportunity to visit with
any of the beneficiaries who have been victims?
Mr. TRENKLE. Not personally, no.
Mr. REICHERT. So when you say you understand the concerns,
what are you—I don’t know what you really understand about
identity theft.
I was a police officer for 33 years, and I dealt with people who
lost their identity. And it was one of those events that can be traumatic enough to turn your life upside down. Lose your home, lose
your car, lose your—everything you own.
So, do you believe that it—10 years has been mentioned. Personally, do you believe that is—you should have had this solved by
then, by now, 10 years later? Or—I mean do you think that is too
long, or do you think you are just about in the ballpark where you
need to be, or——
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, let me——
Mr. REICHERT. I just was wondering personally how you felt
about—I mean you are a part of the system. Ten years to solve this
problem. I am just wondering how you personally feel about having
worked on this—you feel some frustration?
Mr. TRENKLE. I understand your frustration.
Mr. REICHERT. No, I am asking you if you feel frustration.
Mr. TRENKLE. Right. Yes. Yes.
Mr. REICHERT. What is the sort of the—what happens to you
or other members of CMS if they don’t accomplish this task? What
is the hammer? What is the outcome for you? I mean you get to
work every day. You get your job, right?
Mr. TRENKLE. Right.
Mr. REICHERT. What is the outcome for Americans if you don’t
get it done? They become victims of identity theft and they lose
their homes.
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, I think——
Mr. REICHERT. What is your motivation to get this accomplished?
Mr. TRENKLE. The motivation to get it accomplished is that I
feel that it is one of the potential ways that there can be identity
theft. There is much more ways of that happening than through
the Medicare card. And we are here to serve the Americans every
day, not only because I have family members, but because I——
Mr. REICHERT. If I could—Mr. Trenkle, 10 years.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes.
Mr. REICHERT. The American people don’t understand why it
takes 10 years to accomplish this. And what I hear from you—and
I—you know, your statement about congressional mandates, and
we need to reprioritize congressional mandates, can you be specific
about what those mandates—what kind of mandates are you talking about?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, there is many changes to the Medicare——
Mr. REICHERT. For example?
Mr. TRENKLE. For example? There is changes in payment
schedules that occur each year. There is changes in——
Mr. REICHERT. Those are congressional mandates, or that is
just part of your daily routine?
Mr. TRENKLE. Often changes in—yes.
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Mr. REICHERT. Are the congressional mandates that you are
speaking about, are they associated with the new health care law
that we are in the middle of implementing?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is certainly one of the congressional mandates, yes.
Mr. REICHERT. So how could we alter the current health care
law to help you keep Americans from suffering the victimization
that identity theft brings? How can we change this implementation
process to help you get that done?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, as I said earlier, I am happy to work——
Mr. REICHERT. Just one idea?
Mr. TRENKLE. I am not really—I really don’t——
Mr. REICHERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. You know, how many millions
of cards do you produce a year?
Mr. REICHERT. We produce millions of cards a year. I could get
you the number.
Chairman JOHNSON. It is close to three million, I think.
Mr. REICHERT. Yes, it—well, it is actually higher than that
now. And about 10 percent of them are actually—have to be replaced each year, either because they are lost, or because there is
other reasons why. Someone changes their name, or——
Chairman JOHNSON. Yes. Well, you see, the Defense Department solved this issue by putting a new number on the new cards
they issue. Why in the world can’t you guys do that?
Mr. TRENKLE. It can be done. That is one option.
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, why haven’t you done it?
[No response.]
Chairman JOHNSON. I mean I don’t think you guys are into
this issue like you should be, to protect the United States citizen.
Wow.
Mr. McDermott, you are recognized. What, did he leave? Oh,
wake up down there.
[Laughter.]
Mr. MCDERMOTT. I didn’t think you would jump past all those
worthies down there.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Do you know that there is an election
some—are you aware of that?
Mr. TRENKLE. I have heard something about that.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. And occasionally there are hearings that sort
of strike one to be a little bit political. I—we have nine legislative
days left, so I don’t know if we are going to get down to this. But
I was trying to figure out practically, following up on those last
questions, there are 50 million people participating in Medicare.
Now, it shouldn’t take you much more than a week to print 50 million cards and put them in envelopes and send them on out to
these people. Should it?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, it would probably take a little bit longer
than that.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Well, let’s say a month. Let’s say a month.
I mean that is—we do political campaigns and we send out millions
of pieces of information to folks. And you could just put it in an
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envelope and send it on out. So you could send out 50 million in
a month. Or maybe two months. Let’s do it that.
Now, what kind of chaos do you think that would create in the
system for the providers? Because I am looking at it—I hear Mr.
Reichert talk about he is a police officer. I am a doctor. So now I
got all these seniors coming in. What kind of chaos are you going
to create for the providers by putting out 50 million new cards and
new numbers to put on all the forms?
Mr. TRENKLE. It would create quite a substantial change for
the providers. There is no doubt about that.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. So you think that the chairman is thinking
about the providers when they are talking about changing this
number? Do they just think this is something—they are only thinking about the seniors’ votes, but not the providers’ votes when this
chaos is created?
Mr. TRENKLE. I can’t speak for the chairman. I don’t know. I
do know that will be an impact on—that certainly will be a major
impact on the providers.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. How does that number get—I mean how
does the doctor get the number that he is supposed to put on the
form?
Mr. TRENKLE. Gets it from the card.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. And so, if these 50 million members now
have a new card, and they have got to bring it into their doctor and
say, ‘‘Doctor, here is my new number, don’t put that old number,
you won’t get paid,’’ right, how many—what would you just guess
is the percentage that would not get that number in, or wouldn’t
have the card in their pocket when they got sick or got hit by a
car, or whatever?
Mr. TRENKLE. Oh, I can’t even estimate that.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. But it would—you would suspect there
would be a sizeable number of people.
Mr. TRENKLE. It would certainly have the potential to impact
a great number of people, yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. You know, I refinanced my house the other
day. And the lady on the phone said, ‘‘Give me the last four digits
of your Social Security number.’’ Now, are the banks allowed to use
that as an ID number?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, they do that quite often with the last——
Mr. MCDERMOTT. The banks can do it.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Well, why don’t you give me a special number so I can have my American number, so I can give that to them
and get rid of that Social Security number so nobody can find out
what I am doing?
I mean you are going to keep a record of these numbers, right?
Mr. TRENKLE. Correct.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. And so I—instead of having 358–28–7705, I
am going to have 779–16–4382. Right?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Somewhere, that list will be with that—
right?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes.
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Mr. MCDERMOTT. How do these people lose their identity? How
does somebody get my number and pull it out and start fiddling
with my financial stuff at the bank?
Mr. TRENKLE. I don’t feel qualified to speak to all the ways
that identity can be compromised. There are certainly a number of
ways it can be compromised.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Does your fraud division use—does the CMS
fraud division use that Medicare number?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, they do.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. So we got to make sure we get this to them
so they can trace these fraudulent operators who are operating
these places down in Florida and Texas, where they are just rolling
in dough with people who aren’t receiving benefits. You need a
number for those kind of fraud investigations.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. So this number, this new number, I am
going to be carrying a card in my pocket with it on it. Right?
Mr. TRENKLE. Correct.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Presumably.
Mr. TRENKLE. Presumably, yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. I mean I have my—I was looking here at my
Medicare—or my cards here from my insurance from the legislature, from the Congress. And I have got a number on there. It is
not my—it is not that old Social Security number, but it is a number. So somebody can get a number for me and plug in some way—
I understand there is people who hack into computers. Is that
right?
Mr. TRENKLE. I have heard of a few who have, yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Have any of them gone to jail?
Mr. TRENKLE. I presume so, yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Have some of them taken money out of
Medicare?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. So they hacked into a computer where there
was a list of numbers, right?
Mr. TRENKLE. I really can’t—I don’t feel like I can really get
into a whole lot of detail on that subject. But I mean there is certainly possibilities for hackers to get into systems of any organization. I mean——
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Do you think it is possible in this electronic
world we have today to give people 100 percent certainty that they
are not going to lose their identity through this method?
Mr. TRENKLE. No, I don’t believe so.
Mr. MCDERMOTT. I yield back the balance of my time.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. The gentleman’s time has expired.
Mr. STARK. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman JOHNSON. Yes?
Mr. STARK. Yield for a second to ask the gentleman from Washington?
If you—when Bubbles sends you that email and asks if you want
a good time and just send her your Social Security number, if you
don’t do that, then she won’t have your Social Security number.
Okay?
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[Laughter.]
Chairman JOHNSON. I am not sure I understood that. But Mr.
Berg, you are recognized.
Mr. BERG. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know, one of the
things that we do is we learn from other agencies and how they
have gone through this. You know, as we sit here and listen to the
frustration, I, you know, go back to 2002, I think, when GAO first
came out and made this recommendation.
Really, Mr. Bertoni, if we could kind of get to, you know, what
steps DoD took and the VA to remove Social Security numbers
from the membership cards, and tell us, you know, what those
agencies do well. Is there anything that Medicare can learn from
this and implement, as we are here today?
Mr. BERTONI. I think, first and foremost, they recognized it as
a priority. And whether it be in response to directives from the outside, or just the basic cultural shift in this country, that we need
to remove SSNs from massive use and display and then move forward in trying to use appropriate technology in house—I mean
within their budget—to redact and remove these SSNs.
So, the first step was to get them off the cards. So I would say
that was a great effort. Now these SSNs and other information are
embedded in the mag strips and the bar codes behind—within the
card. The agencies, both DoD and VA, are realizing that that is
first generation technology, and they are already looking forward
to what they need to do to further protect that card, which is to
remove the SSN information and replace it with a non-SSN-based
identifier. So, clearly, CMS is—if they move forward, we prefer it
to head in that direction. So that is a lesson learned. You want to
get the card—the number off the front, and off any bar code or mag
strip or anything in the card.
Certainly DoD piggy-backed off of existing IT adjustments. They
were able to leverage resources to make the changes in accordance
with other adjustments. So I think that would be—CMS might
want to talk to them about.
And lastly, I think this cost is high in some respects because it
is a rapid-phase-in. It is a one-year period. They are going to run
dual systems for one year. But after that it is going to go to a single system, and they are going to have all these people issued new
cards. There may be some opportunities to leverage resources to
look at, if they ran dual systems for the second year or third year,
would that counteract any additional costs that they are claiming
would be encountered if they ran dual systems for more than a
year. I don’t know if that analysis has been done. I think they
could reach out to DoD and VA to see how that worked and what
the cost savings were.
Mr. BERG. Well, thank you. And that is really my only question
we have part of the same family here. Let’s use the best practices
and implement them.
I will yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Appreciate that. Mr. Doggett,
you are recognized.
Mr. DOGGETT. Mr. Chairman, thank you. And I want to express
my full agreement with the comments that you have made here
this morning, and that you have made here in the past concerning
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this very serious matter of identity theft, and the failure of CMS
to live up to its responsibilities to address it.
This is not a matter of frustration. It is a matter of the proper
oversight of this committee over the actions of CMS. We have had
bipartisan agreement about the severity of this problem and the
need to address it. And we have also had bipartisan inaction at
CMS. This began during the administration of President Bush. It
has continued under the administration of President Obama.
Under neither administration has CMS been responsive on this
matter.
When we together, Mr. Chairman, introduced the legislation that
Congress passed way back in 2008, it was not a smooth process.
CMS resisted in every way our approval of that legislation. And to
address the concerns that CMS voiced then about the legislation,
we amended it to provide that they did not have to achieve all aspects of this until necessary appropriations were made available.
They came in with what I considered at that time—and this was
under the Bush Administration—an estimate that was very high,
as we were about to get the legislation passed, as a way to discourage approval of the legislation.
The problem is that CMS never agreed that this was a priority,
or that it needed any attention. They didn’t agree with what I
think was the very proper recommendation of the Office of Management and Budget under the Bush Administration. The CMS part
of the bureaucracy didn’t think it was something that needed to be
done. We finally got it passed after it was delayed here in the
House until very near the end of the session. And the continued resistance of CMS managed to get this bill stopped in the Senate.
Since that time—the reason we have a GAO report today in the
first place is that we gave up on trying to get a straight answer
from CMS as to the basis for their cost estimate. And it—finally,
in desperation, we turned to the Government Accountability Office
to try to get a straight answer. And now, years later, all we find
out really is it will cost some money, and we don’t have a straight
answer.
And if I understand your testimony this morning, Mr. Trenkle,
you are saying that in another six months you are going to contract
out with someone else to do the estimate that my office started trying to get from you back in about 2007 or 2008? Is that what this
contract is about?
Mr. TRENKLE. We will use a contractor to help support the effort.
Mr. DOGGETT. Well, I guess I can’t argue, after all this time,
that maybe we are going to get a straighter and more complete answer from a contractor than we have gotten from CMS.
But the notion that this morning CMS thinks that, well, maybe
after all these years it is time to talk to DoD or VA about how they
accomplished it without spending $800 million, and get an accurate
estimate, I find truly amazing that it would—that at this late date,
years later, we would have no plan, no ability to estimate internally what the cost will be that is credible, and now we are going
to spend money to have some outside source tell us what we should
have been told at the time that Chairman Johnson and I introduced this legislation back in 2007 or 2008.
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I believe, Mr. Chairman, that until we go ahead and pass legislation on this, we are not going to get the action that is necessary.
I don’t agree with Chairman Herger, that this has anything to do
with the Affordable Health Care Act, because it has been going on
so long, and the unresponsiveness has been so consistent between
administrations, that I think it takes some congressional action. I
don’t believe that this can be done for free. There are some appropriations that will be necessary. But those appropriations have to
go hand in hand with a new attitude that is more responsive about
the severity of this problem than we have had over the course of
the last decade.
And I yield back.
Well, if I might, Mr. Chairman, if I still have a moment, let me
just ask the folks, Ms. King and Mr. Bertoni, do you—were you
able to get any indication, even if they did it within their existing
appropriations, of what this costs to do at either the VA or the Department of Defense?
Ms. KING. We did ask them that. But we are not totally confident of the answer, because it is not a process that we looked behind to verify.
Mr. DOGGETT. There were some costs associated with it.
Ms. KING. Yes.
Mr. DOGGETT. But they accommodated this on a gradual basis,
and as they were making some other technology changes.
Ms. KING. Yes.
Mr. DOGGETT. I guess it is hard to break it down.
Ms. KING. Yes.
Mr. DOGGETT. Thank you very much.
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, that is true. But they also replace
those cards periodically, too. But so does CMS.
Looks like Mr. Berg is gone, so how about—yes, Mr. Gerlach, you
are recognized.
Mr. GERLACH. Thank you.
Chairman JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. GERLACH. Mr. Trenkle, I am really stunned, too, by the
lack of responsiveness by CMS on this issue over the years, to follow up on Mr. Doggett’s commentary.
Can you give us a concise and specific explanation for that lack
of responsiveness beyond your testimony that just says, ‘‘given the
budgetary and logistical challenges of removing Social Security
numbers.’’ Can you give us more specificity and conciseness as to
why there is this internal, departmental lack of responsiveness to
the need to do this?
Mr. TRENKLE. I don’t think there is a lack of responsiveness to
do this. I personally have only been involved in this for the past
year.
But I think there is other—as I said before, there is other priorities that we are dealing with in the Medicare area. And that has
been where we have been looking at over the past two cost estimates. People have looked at the costs and have looked at other
priorities, and have said that this will take a significant number
of resources, time, and effort to do.
Mr. GERLACH. How much money do you think would be saved
in savings from improper payments that occur within the system,
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which is—the GAO has estimated in this most recent report $48
billion a year of improper payments in Medicare each year—how
much of that $48 billion can be saved if there is more security
around the beneficiaries’ cards, their identification, their identity?
How much can be saved if this were fully implemented?
Mr. TRENKLE. I am not prepared to answer that question.
Mr. GERLACH. Why not?
Mr. TRENKLE. Because the——
Mr. GERLACH. Why haven’t you estimated that? Congress has
told you repeatedly, year after year, that this has to be done. And
there is tremendous savings that would result from it. Why haven’t
you figured out what that number is?
Mr. TRENKLE. As I——
Mr. GERLACH. Do you care? Do you really care about saving the
identity and the taxpayer’s funds that go into this program? Do you
really care?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, I care, and——
Mr. GERLACH. Then how do you demonstrate it? You are the
Office of Information Services. In your request to your superiors for
this year’s budget, you make a request from your office to your superiors that ultimately winds up through OMB, that then becomes
part of the President’s request to Congress. Have you asked for a
specific line item in your budget that you can use to go out and implement this program?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, the budget includes more than IT. It includes other costs.
Mr. GERLACH. Have you requested from your office to your superiors, ‘‘Give me X number of dollars this year, so I can implement
this program immediately’’?
Mr. TRENKLE. No, I have not.
Mr. GERLACH. Why?
Mr. TRENKLE. As I——
Mr. GERLACH. You know Congress wants to get this done. Why
haven’t you done that?
[No response.]
Mr. GERLACH. You don’t care, obviously. Until you put in writing what you want to do, ‘‘This is my priority, I am in charge of
this office of information services, Congress needs to get this—
wants us to get this done, we need to get it done, here is my request for that amount of money, let’s get it done,’’ you obviously
don’t care.
So, the next question is when are you going to start caring? Will
this hearing help you start caring? That is a yes or no answer. Will
this hearing help you start caring?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, as I say, we are going to go back and do
the re-estimate and work with Congress to reprioritize if there
needs to be—this needs to be done, and if we don’t get additional
appropriations.
Mr. GERLACH. You don’t need additional appropriations, necessarily. You haven’t even identified how much money you really
need to start the process. And, therefore, how do you know if you
have it or not within your budget?
And if you do think you need extra money, where is the request
of this—to this Congress for that money?
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[No response.]
Mr. GERLACH. Well, obviously, I am frustrated. I apologize for
how I have questioned you today. I usually don’t question witnesses in this manner. But hopefully you can understand how frustrated many of us are. And if you don’t have the resources needed
to get this done as soon as possible, I hope you will talk to your
superiors at CMS to create a special line item request in your next
budget proposal to make this happen. Do I have your assurance
you will do that?
Mr. TRENKLE. As we do the new estimate, that is certainly
something that I can talk to our leadership at CMS about.
And I do understand your frustration and others. I know this has
been a process that has occurred over many years. And hopefully,
at this point, with the new estimate, we can move forward to work
with you and others to prioritize this along with other priorities.
Mr. GERLACH. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. It might not cost anything, if
you take a good look at it.
Mr. Pascrell, you are recognized.
Mr. PASCRELL. Mr. Trenkle, you would have to agree that it
gets frightening and weird and scary when both sides agree in this
Congress.
[Laughter.]
Mr. PASCRELL. Holy mackerel. I looked up both the CMS budget over the last four years, five years, and Social Security Administration budget. And not only have we flatlined it, but there have
been hiring freezes—there has been in many agencies. Social Security, I think, closed 300 small field offices. When you look at both
of these agencies, which will be intricately involved when this ever
happens, we need to take a look at their budgets.
I think the question is quite appropriate. Did the agency ask for
more money?
The Social Security number, though, Mr. Chairman, is not confined to the issue of Medicare, whether it is on our Medicare cards.
Social Security number is a problem across the board for most
Americans. Let’s address is. We don’t want to address it. We only
want to address it in the areas that are appropriately political. But
the average American goes through a tremendous amount of nonsense, whether it is through their credit card, whether they are
going for credit in a store, about giving up their Social Security
number. And I think we need to take a look at that. Because no
one on this side of the dais up here at the dais would admit or
agree, rather, that this is confined to simply those people primarily
over 65 years of age.
We have a very serious Social Security number problem, and we
are not addressing it, Mr. Chairman. And we don’t address it at
our own peril. Wouldn’t you agree? And we need to do something
about that. Because the American people are very frustrated, the
average American, if you ask them about this. You know, ‘‘What’s
your Social Security number?’’ Whatever we do nowadays. They
will be asking for our Social Security numbers when we walk into
theaters soon. Don’t—you know, don’t be surprised. Because go
back 25 years and see how much more intrusive that has become
in America.
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I am very concerned about that, very concerned. I think it is just
as big a problem as cyber security is on a national security level.
And if we don’t address it, it only brings the average citizen to
have less faith in their government. And having someone over your
shoulder.
And, by the way, most of these numbers are not used in the final
analysis to take money from people fraudulently. It is used by commercial interests. They sell these numbers. Isn’t that interesting?
Why aren’t we up here talking about that? Well, it is not our issue
here. But the point of the matter is I think that is a bigger concern
to us on a day-to-day basis. You would be shocked to know where
your Social Security winds up—your number winds up, rather.
So, on an issue that we may debate as to whether we should privatize it or demonize it or eradicate it all together, that number becomes very valuable to commercial interests. Wouldn’t you say, Mr.
Trenkle?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, I would agree. It is certainly used in a number of areas. I know with my aunt, as I mentioned, closing out her
estate, until we had the Social Security number none of the banks
would even work with us to work on closing out the estate.
Mr. PASCRELL. What—how long do you think these changes are
going to take, the ones that have been recognized today, eight
years ago, five years ago? How long is it going to take? Mr. Bertoni
or Mr. Trenkle, how long will it take to implement these specific
changes? Whether you are going the first method, the second method, or the third option?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, we estimated in the latest cost estimate
that it would take four years: three years for planning, and then
a year to issue the new numbers to each of our beneficiaries.
Mr. PASCRELL. Well, you are talking about issuing new cards
as well, correct?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct. It would require new cards, as
well.
Mr. PASCRELL. And would the cards necessarily have new numbers on them?
Mr. TRENKLE. If we moved to a new identifier, yes, they would
have the new identifier.
Mr. PASCRELL. Might those numbers be hidden from the general public or anyone else, rather than simply pronounced on the
card?
Mr. TRENKLE. That is one option.
Mr. PASCRELL. I don’t see that option here.
Mr. TRENKLE. That is correct.
Mr. PASCRELL. So the issue about—and I will end on this point,
Mr. Chairman—the issue about, you know, where are we really in
this cost estimate and trying to get something done at the request
of the Congress of the United States is a very serious question. The
folks on both sides of this aisle have asked that question. And I
don’t think you come up with a pretty solid answer.
And I don’t mean this as a criticism so much as you appreciate
the frustration, but we are talking about pretty serious stuff here.
And I would think that your association need not get back to us
two years from now, but it needs to get back to us, your agency,
pretty quickly.
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Mr. TRENKLE. I certainly take it seriously. As you know, the
2006 estimate was done under the previous administration.
Mr. PASCRELL. Right.
Mr. TRENKLE. The 2011 one was done under this administration.
Mr. PASCRELL. Right.
Mr. TRENKLE. And I understand there is bipartisan support for
doing that. And as I have said, I have committed today to going
back and re-doing the estimate, getting it to you within the six
months, with the possible caveat about Medicaid, and working with
the committee and others to reprioritize if we don’t get additional
appropriations to work with you towards a solution on this.
Mr. PASCRELL. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. PASCRELL. Would it be too much to ask before we leave our
general meetings this year, that we get a report in September——
Chairman JOHNSON. Well, I was going to suggest why does it
take six months for an estimate, let’s try one month. Can you?
Mr. TRENKLE. Well, here is—I—we can certainly give you an
estimate within a month. But as several of you members have said,
and as the GAO said, they had concerns about how we did the
analysis. So, in order to do an analysis correctly, I think we need
to go back and look at how it was done, apply more of the rigor
that GAO has suggested, and come forward to you.
There may be parts of this analysis we can get to you sooner
than six months. But what I am just saying is I want to go back
and do this in a way that satisfies our colleagues from GAO and
satisfies all of you that we have done the rigor that you feel is necessary.
Chairman JOHNSON. Okay, thank you. The gentleman’s time
has expired. Mr. Smith, you are recognized.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Trenkle, if we could
perhaps reflect a little bit on the fact, I believe, that the Railroad
Retirement Board uses non-Social Security beneficiary numbers for
some of its members. Is that accurate?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. SMITH. And can you reflect a bit on how that can be, and
yet it seems to be such a heavy lift for the rest of CMS to use similar software and other means to accomplish moving beyond the Social Security number identity?
Mr. TRENKLE. I can’t speak for the Railroad Retirement Board.
I know, in terms of scalability, the Railroad Retirement Board retirees are a small fraction of the number of Medicare beneficiaries.
I believe they are in the hundreds of thousands, as opposed to 50
million.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. So if the GAO folks would reflect on that, perhaps, do you have any input?
Ms. KING. Yes. I think there are about 550,000 Railroad Retirement beneficiaries, so a much larger number. And I think probably
one of the key differences is that the Medicare number is used by
every provider for billing. And those billing systems are—some of
them are legacy systems, some of them are antiquated, and it is
a very complex network. And when you are changing the number,
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you have to change it throughout the system. So, I think that is
where a lot of the complexity comes in.
Mr. SMITH. But the software and the infrastructure to carry
that out is already existent. Is it not?
Ms. KING. I can’t quite answer that, because I don’t know exactly what the Railroad Retirement Board is doing.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. TRENKLE.
Ms. KING. But I think they are one system, compared to—CMS
has almost 50.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, they have a much smaller IT infrastructure,
and we are talking about many more systems within CMS. And
much of the Railroad Retirement Board IT work is supported by
SSA a lot more closely than what it is with CMS. And, of course,
you know with CMS we have quality areas that we support. We
have the program integrity and a number of other areas that impact the use of the number throughout our various systems.
Mr. SMITH. And I don’t want to over-simplify the issue, but it
would seem to me that if it is possible to have a fairly—I mean
smaller number, but still sizeable, to implement that conversion, I
would hope that it could be done on a larger scale.
And on that similar issue, though, it looks like the CMS report
suggests that it would cost roughly $68 million to replace the 47
million cards at about $1.44 per card. Is that accurate?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, that is accurate.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. And a little research would show that some
private insurance companies did voluntarily remove the numbers,
Social Security numbers, from their beneficiary cards over the last
10 years. And research shows that that costs about $.70 to $1, including shipping and handling. Can you elaborate on the difference
between those costs?
Mr. TRENKLE. No, I can’t. I would have to look at the assumptions used to derive their costs, as opposed to deriving our cost. So
I can’t comment on that here.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. I would be interested to know more, actually,
in terms of how there could be such a difference between those
numbers.
Thank you. I yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. Mr. Blumenauer, you are recognized.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate Mr. Smith’s admonition he didn’t want to over-simplify it.
And I think that is important.
Is there any comparable system, in terms of number of participants, number of individual vendors, and scale, that would be—
could—that you can return to that is anything like what you are
being asked to do?
Mr. TRENKLE. Not in—well, certainly not in terms of scale and
the tie-ins with the other major benefit programs that we have.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Well, I mean, I think this is—I mean I
want us to pursue progress in this. But I—one of the things that
concerns me when people are talking about $.70 to print a card, or
$1.50 to print a card, we are talking about over 52 million senior
citizens. And millions—or not millions, but over a million small
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businesses, some of whom are—you know, we are trying to nudge
into the world of electronic records keeping.
It has taken the Federal Government a long time just to get to
the point where Veterans and the Department of Defense have systems that can talk to each other. And those are, you know, pretty
self-contained, part of the same family.
And I do think we ought to pause for a moment and think about
the scale of what is being asked. Not that we shouldn’t have more
progress, not that I excuse what Mr. Doggett pointed out in terms
of foot-dragging in the Bush Administration or failure in the
Obama Administration to make progress, but there is a lot on the
table. And this isn’t an insurance company reprinting cards. This—
I can just imagine the outrage that we would have in hearings if,
all of a sudden, 52 million voting senior citizens get something that
was screwed up.
So, I want to talk just for a second about—where are you in the
organization? You are not the director. Is there anybody between
you and the top?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, yes. I am a career——
Mr. BLUMENAUER. A career professional.
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, correct.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. You care about your job, you show up?
Mr. TRENKLE. Absolutely.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. I wanted to just make sure that you had
a chance to say that.
But do people in your position throughout the Federal Government freelance and interpret congressional priorities or budget priorities to put in—insist upon things that are going to be in your
budget, or do you respond to priorities from OMB and from the administrator of the agency?
Mr. TRENKLE. It is the latter, yes. We respond to that.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Okay.
Mr. TRENKLE. As, of course, obviously, a
congressional——
Mr. BLUMENAUER. And if we had hundreds of people like you
throughout the Federal Government who thought that this was a
good idea, or thought that the Federal Government should do this,
or that Congress was saying that, we would have kind of a chaotic
budget process, wouldn’t we?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Have you ever experienced Congress speaking with different words and having different priorities, and asking
one thing and not funding it as a priority? Have you ever seen that
in your public service career?
Mr. TRENKLE. Yes, I have.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to cut
slack for career civil servants who are doing their job. And I resent
somehow an implication that people who are doing their job and
following priorities that have been in Republican and Democratic
administrations, somehow they don’t care, that somehow, because
they haven’t arrested somebody for identity theft, that they are not
aware of it and concerned about it. I just am concerned about the
tone and nature of this.
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Because I think we ought to make progress. I think that it is
hopeless—it is very complex. I have had, in a prior life, a little experience with personnel systems and data processing. And so I am
not excusing what prior administrations have not done, or what
prior congresses have not done to stay on top of it and fund it. But
I would just hope that we are a little more respectful for the men
and women who are professionals, doing their job, and trying to follow what they are told to do, not freelancing. And I think we would
have people here outraged if folks were freelancing interpreting
what the Congress did.
We have got a little legislation, Mr. Gerlach and I—who is a little agitated, and I appreciate that—but we have legislation that
would establish a pilot project, H.R. 2925, that would have a secure
piece of identification, to see if we could have something that would
enable a better way of paying, a better way of securing identity,
getting numbers off, making it individual so that CMS and others
could track compliance, but would be easy for providers.
Is there some way that we could explore something along this
line, as a constructive alternative to meet both these objectives?
Mr. TRENKLE. I am assuming you are talking about the use of
smart cards, or——
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRENKLE [continuing]. Or other types of technology.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRENKLE. I certainly think that is something worth looking
into. I think that I have had a fair amount of experience working
with smart cards over the last 15 years, and I know there are some
issues around scalability, particularly as you can think about the
number of cards that we have to replace on a monthly basis.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Right.
Mr. TRENKLE. Also, the number of providers we have to deal
with who would have to get readers. But I certainly think it does
offer some possibilities, it and other technologies.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. I see my time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
But I would just put that on the table, that Mr. Gerlach and I have
legislation that would have a pilot project to be able to answer
some of these questions, to test it, that might be easier for 52 million senior citizens, and get at that big fraud number in a way that
isn’t just reprinting cards, but really gets at the system.
Chairman JOHNSON. Okay, thank you.
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you. I appreciate your courtesy.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you for your comments. Mr.
Bertoni, decades ago we co-opted the Social Security number, using
it for all kinds of non-Social Security purposes. And recently, both
the private and the public sector are moving away from these numbers. What can you tell me about this trend, and why has it occurred? And what are some of the entities that have reduced or
eliminated their use or display of Social Security numbers?
Mr. Bertoni. Actually, in preparing for this, I went through a
number of our prior GAO reports, and actually have a long list of
folks who have made progress.
I think that the issue of use and display, first of all, we have
come to where we are because, as some of you have said today,
using the SSN is easy. It is convenient. It is tied to so many life
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transactions, it is a way for both public and private sector entities
to determine who you are, and especially the private sector, to determine whether they want to do business with you.
So, from a use standpoint, I think both public and private sector,
the SSN continues to be pervasive. And I don’t believe there has
been much progress in there. We have the OMB memorandum, of
course, we had some other initiatives. But I still think the use of
the SSN is as pervasive as it was several years ago.
But when you get to the area of display, I do believe there has
been a lot of progress. I think that is the easy part. People realize
that we can’t have these SSNs emblazoned on documents, on cards.
And there has been a movement over the last decade or so to remove them.
Now, starting with the higher education, we no longer have SSNs
on student IDs. Easy to do. The 50 states, when—at one time the
SSN was on every driver’s license, per the direction of the Congress. The states have now redacted all of those. We have had state
and local governments who are—many of which are engaging in
pretty aggressive initiatives to remove Social Security numbers
from state and local public records. And certainly we have the large
federal agencies like DoD and VA getting out on this issue. And
lastly, the private insurance companies, getting SSNs off the cards.
I do believe I will say that a major outlier is CMS. They are behind the curve on this with 48 million cards on the street. I think
it is time that they have caught up with the rest of the world and
started moving to an environment where the SSN is not on the
card. Most people don’t know how their identity was stolen. Sixtyfive percent of people don’t know how that happened, or who did
it. But in the 35 percent of the population of the victims that know
it the second most frequent source of identity theft is a stolen wallet, a stolen purse, or interception in the mail. And you are going
to find Medicare cards in all three of those places.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. I appreciate that comment.
Mr. Becerra, do you have a closing comment?
Mr. BECERRA. I do, Mr. Chairman. And it is inspired by some
of the things that Mr. Bertoni just said, as well.
Mr. Trenkle, I think, as you noticed, there is complete bipartisan
agreement that we have got to get the number off of the card. And
there may be a bit of a breakdown, as I think Mr. Blumenauer
tried to point out, about how we get there. But I don’t think there
is any doubt that, at least in this House—and I got to believe our
colleagues in the Senate would agree—that it really is time, as Mr.
Bertoni said, for CMS to catch up and remove the number from the
card.
But, Mr. Chairman, let me suggest something to those of us who
have taken an interest in this issue here in Congress. I agree with
you that I think the re-estimate shouldn’t take six months. You
have done some work, both in 2004/2005 and 2010/2011 to come up
with that estimate. You don’t have to re-invent the wheel to come
up with an estimate.
But let me suggest as well that if we work closely with GAO—
and, Mr. Chairman, I think you are as interested in this as any,
as Mr. Doggett and others have proven by authoring legislation—
if we take it upon ourselves to bird dog this with CMS so that CMS
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understands how critical we think this is, and that we can have
some bipartisan consensus about how to get this done, including
dealing with the resources issue, then maybe what we can do is accelerate their time frame to get us an estimate, having participated
with them in the process of coming up with this estimate, working
with GAO and others who could do the non-partisan oversight.
Maybe what we can do is, when they issue their finding about
what it would cost, we are prepared to act because we will have
been monitoring this all the way through, versus going through a
process of holding hearings and have a hearing or a conversation
or a disagreement about what it would take to get there.
And my sense is that there is no lack of enthusiasm on the part
of Democrats or Republicans to get this done. It is going to be more
an issue of how we actually implement whatever a reasonable estimate says we should do. And so I would hope that maybe what we
can do is—to show our bonafides on this side of the dais—is keep
tabs of CMS in a friendly way, but keep tabs and ride herd on you.
And hopefully, with GAO’s participation, come up with those answers that we still don’t have: the resources, how quickly can you
reprioritize, how much will you need in new additional resources,
what will be the impact on current activities.
And if we can do that, Mr. Chairman, I think we can save ourselves a lot of problems and bickering about how to actually get it
done, and do it a lot faster than if we just allowed the bureaucracy
to move this forward.
So, I just offer that in the spirit of bipartisanship, to try to get
this done, and also to let CMS know that we hope that they are
hearing this clearly, that this is something that we want to really
monitor with them.
Yield back.
Chairman JOHNSON. Thank you. I appreciate your comments.
And I thank you all for your participation today. It is a joint effort.
It is not one party or the other.
Thank you all for being here today and for your testimony. I look
forward to continuing working with my colleagues to protect seniors from identity theft.
With that, this joint hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:14 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
Member Questions For The Records
Tony Trenkle
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Tony Trenkle's Additional Written Questions
For the Record
"Removing SSN's from Medicare Cards"
House Ways & Means Social Security & Health Subcommittees
August 1, 2012

From Chairman Sam Johnson & Chairman Wally Herger

Questions for the Witness

1. At the hearing, you indicated you have consulted with the Defense Department and the
Department of Veterans Affairs about how they developed a strategy for removing the
SSN from their ID and medical cards. Please describe the specific results of these
consultations.
Answer: CMS discussions on this issue with the Department of Defense and the Department of
Veterans Affairs lead us to believe that a transition away from the Social Security Number as
Medicare lD would be much more challenging for eMS than it was for DOD and VA. In
particular, the size and scope of the Medicare program is many times larger than DOD and the
VA. The VA provides health care coverage to approximately 8.6 million veterans and their
families, while the DOD provides health care to 9.6 million beneficiaries. In contrast, Medicare
annually processes about 1.3 billion claims from about 1.5 million providers on behalf of more
than 50 million Medicare beneficiaries. These differences in size and scope make it more
technically challenging and costly to implement a lengthy. phased transition as DOD and the VA
conducted because of the necessity of operating two parallel systems of identification during the
transition. In addition the ability of DOD and the V A to continue to embed the SSN
electronically in 10 cards during the transition is not an option available with the current paper
Medicare card.
2. In their testimony, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) stated that, ofthe
three options for removing SSNs from Medicare cards that were presented in CMS's
2011 report, replacing the SSN with a new identifier for use by beneficiaries and
providers would offer the greatest protection against identity theft. Does CMS agree
with GAO's assessment of the three options regarding the risks and vulnerabilities
associated with the need to protect beneficiaries' data?
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Answer: eMS agrees that such an approach could protect beneficiaries from identity theft from
loss or theft of the card itself. Additionally, as our November 2011 report explained, replacing
the SSN with a new identifier would allow eMS to "tum off' a beneficiary number that had been
compromised, which could prove a useful tool in combating Medicare fraud and medical identity
theft. CMS agrees that of the three options presented in the 201 I report, this option would best
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meet the goals of reducing the risk of identity theft and preventing fraud while minimizing the
burden on beneficiaries and providers.
3. What other solutions, besides the three presented in the 2011 assessment, were
considered by eMS as options for removing the SSN from Medicare cards? To what
extent did eMS examine other approaches currently in use by private insurers,
financial institutions, and other government-run health care entities?
Answer: CMS considered providing a new, non-SSN-based identifier to newly-enrolled
beneficiaries and maintaining the cunent SSN-based HICN for existing beneficiaries, but
concluded it would be cost-prohibitive to maintain parallel systems of beneficiary identification
for an extended period of time and that there would be no benefits for CutTent beneficiaries in
identity-theft mitigation or fraud prevention. CMS interviewed members of the information
technology departments of private insurers to learn about the systems and beneficiary and
provider outreach challenges they faced when transitioning to a new identifier.
4. In any of the three options, did eMS consider the implementation of mechanisms that
could climinatc thc nccd for eMS to modify cach of thc affcctcd eMS systcms? For
example, did eMS consider any solutions that would translate new identifiers to SSNs
at a single point of entry, rather than require modifications to each system to accept
new identifiers? Were the effects on the time and costs of implementing any such
approaches considered when eMS developed cost and schedule estimates?
Answer: All of the three options assumed that affected systems would use a translation
mechanism rather than a complete internal replacement of the Health Insurance Claim Number
(HICN) with the Medicare Beneficiary Identifier (MBI). Even a translation alternative would
require changes for all affected systems. It is not possible to make these changes at a "single
point of entry" because CMS systems have numerous external points of communication, with
data coming in and going out. Each of those systems would require modification in order to use
the translation mechanism. As CMS revisits its cost estimates, we are endeavoring to define with
more precision the extent and costs for the required modification of every system and the extent
to which the use of a translation mechanism could minimize those modifications and costs.
5. Were alternative analyses conducted for each of the solutions presented in the 2011
assessment and/or for any other options? Please provide supporting documentation, if
any, that show the results of these analyses.
Answer: No, CMS developed a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for the systems changes
and outreach and education associated with each option. CMS is currently in the process of
revising these estimates to provide greater precision as to the implementation costs.
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a. To what extent were detailed technology assessments conducted to determine the
impact on existing eMS, Railroad Retirement Board (RRB), the Social Security
Administration, and other external entities' systems?
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Answer: In conducting the 20 II assessment of the costs associated with different options for
removing the SSN from the Medicare beneficiary card, CMS looked at the impact of changing
the beneficiary identifier on Medicare on existing CMS systems that would be affected and
provided a rough order of magnitude estimate of the costs of those impacts. Because it was
beyond the scope of the Congressional request and because there are additional cost and policy
considerations tied to the adoption of new technologies, CMS did not analyze these options or
cstimatc thcir costs in thc contcxt ofthc possible adoption ofncw tcchnological solutions for
beneficiary identification, such as "smart cards" or a global revamping of CMS legacy systems.
b. Were any entities independent of CMS, such as technology consultants, involved in
conducting any such assessments? If so, please identify. If not, please explain the
reasons why.
Answer: We did not have independent technology consultants conduct third party feasihility or
development assessments because it was beyond the scope of the Congressional request.
c. Please provide reports of any technology assessments that were conducted by eMS
and any other entities involved.
Answer: CMS did not conduct a technology assessment, nor did any other entity.
6. As noted in the 2006 assessment, CMS systems already map multiple identifiers for
beneficiaries to the identifiers printed on Medicare cards. Also, RRB identification
numbers are maintained and processed by eMS's and others' systems.
a. How are these identification numbers processed by eMS's information systems?
Are they "mapped" or otherwise translated to SSN-based identifiers, or are they
stored, maintained, and processed differently than the SSN-based identifiers?
Answer: The multiple identifiers for beneficiaries mentioned in the 2006 assessment referred to
CMS systems maintaining a history of the beneficiary Health Insurance Claim Number (HlCN)
and RRB numbers. The 2006 assessment was not referring to a different beneficiary identifier
other than the SSN-based one that SSA and RRB send to CMS. The RRB sends CMS RRB
numbers as opposed to HICNs. The HICN can change during a beneficiary's lifetime; as a result,
CMS systems keep a table in their databases that links the most current HlCN/RRB number to
prior valid HICNs/RRB numbers for the beneficiary.
b. What implications to the cost of implementation and maintenance of the systems
would this approach introduce if used in efforts to remove the SSN-based identifier
from Medicare beneficiaries' cards?
Answer: In order to interface with SSA and other Federal agencies, CMS still needs to maintain
the RRB number that is provided by RRB and the combination of SSN and identitlcation code
which is provided by SSA that CMS uses as the HlCN. As a result, CMS cannot simply reuse
the existing data clement and replace it with the new beneficiary identifier. The new beneficiary
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Kathleen King

United States Government Accountability Office
Washington, DC 20548

September 21, 2012
The Honorable Sam Johnson, Chairman
Subcommittee on Social Security
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
The Honorable Wally Herger, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
The enclosed information responds to the posthearing questions in your leiter of
September 7,2012, concerning our testimony before your committees on August 1,
2012, on removing Social Security numbers (SSN) from Medicare cards. If you have
any questions or would like to discuss this information, please contact us at (202)
512-7215, or (202) 512-7114, respectively.
Sincerely yours,

Dan Bertoni, Director
Education, Workforce, and
Income Security Issues

Ie
Kathleen M. King, Director
Health Care Issues
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Enclosure
The enclosure provides your questions and our responses for the record and
supplements information provided to your committees in our testimony, Action
Needed to Remove Social Security Numbers from Medicare Cards (GAO-12-949T,
Washington, D.C.: Aug. 1,2012).

Questions for the Record
The Honorable Sam Johnson, Chairman
Subcommittee on Social Security
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives

The Honorable Wally Herger, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives

1. To your knowledge, is it common for Federal agencies to submit final
reports to Congress without following proper standards of data
documentation?
We have not conducted the work necessary to answer this question.

2. Is the CMS report a document that Congress should use to make policy
decisions, or is it too unreliable to be the basis for any reasonable policy
decision?
In our view, the 2011 report to Congress is not sufficient for making policy decisions
if Congress considers cost a factor in such decisions. First, the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) did not use any cost estimating guidance when
developing the cost estimates presented in this 2011 report to Congress. Second,
the procedures CMS used to develop estimates for the two largest cost categorieschanges to existing state Medicaid information technology (IT) systems and CMS's
IT system conversions-are questionable and not well documented. Third, there are
inconsistencies in some assumptions used by CMS and the Social Security
Administration, such as the number of beneficiaries, to develop estimates. Finally,
CMS did not take into account other factors when developing its cost estimates,
including related IT modernization efforts or potential savings from removing the
SSN from Medicare cards.
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3. Based on your extensive body of work on identity theft and SSN integrity,
can you help us understand what role the SSN plays in facilitating identity
theft? How would someone be able to commit identity theft after obtaining an
SSN?
Although the SSN was originally created as a means to track workers' wages and
Social Security benefits, because of its unique nature and broad applicability, it has
become the identifier of choice for public and private sector entities and is used for
many non Social Security purposes. Today the SSN, sometimes along with other
documents, is often required as proof of identity to apply for or receive government
benefits, obtain credit, and open a bank account, among other things. The SSN is
generally needed to obtain key identity documents such as drivers' licenses. As a
result, an SSN is highly valuable to identity thieves and can act as a "breeder"
document. Once in possession of an SSN, along with other personal data such as
name and date of birth, criminals can obtain identity documents and thereby assume
those identities. This facilitates their ability to commit financial or other crimes
undetected.

4. Would you please summarize the reasoning behind your belief that the
approach you selected in your testimony-replacing the SSN with a new
Medicare identification number that is also used by beneficiaries and
providers-is the best of the three eMS-identified options?
As we noted in our report, our analysis focused on the options presented by CMS
rather than an assessment of all potential options that might exist. Of the options
presented by CMS, the option that calls for developing a new identifier for use by
beneficiaries and providers offers the best protection against identity theft and
presents fewer burdens for beneficiaries and providers than the other two options
presented in CMS's 2011 report to Congress. Under this option, only the new
identifier would be used by beneficiaries and providers. This option would lessen
beneficiaries' risk of identity theft in the event that their Medicare card was lost or
stolen, as the SSN would no longer be printed on the card. Additionally, because
providers would not need to collect a beneficiary's SSN or maintain that information
in their files, beneficiaries' vulnerability to identity theft would be reduced in the event
of a provider data breach. The other two options provide less protection against
identity theft because providers would still need to collect the SSN, leaving
beneficiaries vulnerable to identity theft in the event of a provider data breach
Finally, the option that involves replacing the SSN with a new identifier for both
beneficiary and provider use presents the fewest burdens for beneficiaries and
providers relative to the other two options presented in CMS's report to Congress.
Under this option, the new identifier would be printed on the card, and beneficiaries
would use this identifier when interacting with CMS, eliminating the need for
beneficiaries to memorize their SSN or store it elsewhere as they might do under the
other options. This option may also present fewer burdens for providers, as they
would not have to query databases or make phone calls to obtain a beneficiary's
SSN in order to submit claims. In our report, we recommended that CMS select an
approach for removing SSNs from Medicare cards that best protects beneficiaries
against identity theft and minimizes burdens for providers, beneficiaries, and CMS.
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KENNETH H. RYE SKY, ESQ., STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD, UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE WAYS & MEANS,
SUBCOMMITTEES ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND ON HEALTH, JOINT HEARING
ON SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS ON MEDICARE CARDS:

1. INTRODUCTION:
The House Ways & Means Committee, Subcommittees on Social Security and on Health
held a Hearing on I August 2012, regarding the use of Social Security Numbers (SSNs) on
Medicare Cards. Public comments were solicited. This Commentary is accordingly submitted.

II. COMMENTATOR'S BACKGROUND & CONTACT INFORMATION:
Background: The Commentator, Kenneth H. Ryesky, Esq., is a member of the Bars of
New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and is an Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of
Accounting and Information Systems, Queens College of the City University of New York,
where he teaches Business Law courses and Taxation courses. Prior to entering into the private
practice of law, Mr. Ryesky served as an Attorney with the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS"),
Manhattan District. As detailed below, he has submitted commentary for recent Congressional
hearings on related matters.
Contact Information: Kenneth H. Ryesky, Esq., Department of Accounting &
Information Systems, 215 Powdermaker Hall, Queens College CUNY, 65-30 Kissena Boulevard
Flushing, NY 11367. Telephone 718/997-5070; E-mail: khresq@sprintmail.com.
Disclaimer: This Commentary reflects the Commentator's personal views, is not written
or submitted on behalf of any other person or entity, and does not necessarily represent the
official position of any person, entity, organization or institution with which the Commentator is
or has been associated, employed or retained.

Ill. COMMENTARY ON THE ISSUES:
A. Previous Hearings:
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Ways and Means hearings were held on 2 February 2012 and 8 May 2012, and the Fiscal
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hearings on 25 May 2011 and on 20 March 2012. The Commentator submitted Statements for
the Record for the hearings of 2 February 2012, 1 20 March 2012 2 and 8 May 2012. 3 2012
TNT 95-49
The aforementioned prior commentaries addressed the uses, misuses and abuses of the
SSNs of deceased individuals in connection with tax fraud. The instant Hearing, hence this
instant Commentary, primarily addresses the uses, misuses and abuses of the SSNs ofliving
individuals. The two implicate differing dynamics, and warrant differing countermeasures.

B. The Ubiquity ofSSNs:
Over the years, the SSN's use has expanded from an identifying number for participation
in the Social Security program to the very identity of the SSN holder. During the 1970's, when
the Commentator was a college undergraduate, the standard practice was to use the SSN as the
student's identification number, which was embossed upon the student identification cards issued
by the colleges. When the Commentator applied for gainful part-time employment, the
prospective employer did not accept the applicants' word as to what their SSN was, but insisted
upon something "official." The Commentator's college identification card was readily accepted
as an "official" indicium of his SSN.
In short, what once were common, accepted and sensible uses of the SSN are now
dangerous and, ever increasingly, have become forbidden. Many organizations have had to
undergo culture changes in the shift away from SSNs.

C. The Commentator's Personal Experience: An Innocent Inadvertent Breach:

In connection with what proved to be the final illness of the Commentator's father, the
nursing homc scnt a bill which had an attachcd print-out from thc local Bluc Shicld affiliatc. Thc
print-out form listed five patients at the facility, each with the Medicare number (which was one
and the same as the SSN). The line for the Commentator's father was highlighted. Presumably,
the other four patients or their families were sent bills with the same attachment, the name of
each respective corresponding patient having been marked with a highlighter marker

1 Posted on the internet at <http).'\\w\v,fgs.org 'rpac/\vp-Ct)I1(cnt/up!oads/20 12/02!v·nTI-sscimf-col11l11cnts2012.pdl>, also available al2012 TNT 25-32.
2

Posted on the internet at <http:/\nvw.fgs.org/rpact'wp-con1ent/uploads:20 12/04!sentlllCO!1ll11-taxfraudalso available at 2012 TNT 56-30.

20120J2JLc()rrect~d2"!)cJf>,

Posted on the internet at <https: /docs.googJc.com!()pcn?id~OBOerD-E9YYOrOXAlamx 1cmJYdjQ>, also
available al2012 TNT 95-49.
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The nursing home had thus disclosed the SSNs of each patient to one or more third
parties having no need to know the SSN.
This particular incident appears to have been an honest and inadvertent mistake, and the
Commentator is not aware that any negative consequences have befallen any of the patients
involved. But one cannot ignore the potential for damage if such disclosure is done nefariously
and intentionally.
Moreover, this incident demonstrates that removal of the SSNs from the individual
Medicare cards would not be sufficient if the SSNs are used in other documents involved in the
Medicare administrative processes.

D. The Example from Academia:

It is noted that many colleges and universities have successfully transitioned away from
SSNs as student identification numbers. 4 Such an action requires the issuance and use of
substitute student identification numbers, and the promulgation and enforcement of rules
regarding the use (and non-use) of SSNs by faculty, administration and other concerned parties.
The Commentator was involved in the sweep of such an organizational culture change as a
faculty member at the college where he teaches.

VI. CONCLUSION:
The respective testimonies of Ms. King and Mr. Trenkle each discuss the roadblocks to
removing SSNs from Medicare cards, and each indicate that a concerted and coordinated effort
must be undertaken in order to reach that goal.
While the Medicare system is far larger and far more complex than any individual college
or university, it is likely that lessons can be learned from the experiences of the academic world,
and applied towards the implementation of the goal to remove SSNs from Medicare cards.
Beyond the foregoing, the Commentator now takes this opportunity to remind the
Subcommittee that Social Security Numbers were initially intended to be just that, identifiers for
Social Security system participants; 5 and dares suggest to the Subcommittee that Section 1211 of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976 6 [Pub. L. 94-455], while seemingly a sound legislative provision
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About the Secure 10 Coalition:
Founded in 2005, the Secure ID Coalition works with industry experts, public policy officials, and federal and state
agency personnel to promote identity policy solutions that enable both security and privacy protections. Because
of our commitment to citizen privacy rights and protections we advocate for technology solutions that enable
individuals to make decision about the use of their own personal information. Members of the Secure [D Coalition
subscribe to principles that include the increased deployment of secure identity solutions, as weI! as advise on and
advocate for strong consumer privacy protections and enhanced security to reduce waste, fraud, theft and abuse.
Our mission is to promote the understanding and appropriate use of smart card technology to achieve enhanced
security for ID management systems while maintaining user privacy. Such ID management systems include physical
and/or logical access to facilities and networks. For more information, please visit our website at
www.secureIDcoalition.org.
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IMPROVING MEDiCARE & MEDICAID PROGRAM INTEGRITY
Prevention is 90 Percent of the Cure

Our nation's Medicare and Medicaid programs are under attack. The combined cost of fraud,
waste and abuse in both programs are estimated to reach over $100 billion a year - and
growing. The reason for such a monumental waste of taxpayer funds is a systemic lack of
accountability: criminals posing as durable medical equipment providers billing Medicare for
products never sold, rogue providers billing for services never rendered, and inattentive office
staff billing Medicare for treatments never allowed. If fraud, waste and abuse within the
Medicare and Medicaid systems are ever to be curbed, the very first place we need to start is
being able to know and verify who is authorized to provide and receive these important
benefits - while preventing those who are not - before the claim is ever made.
Unfortunately, our current inability to address this fundamental identity and verification
problem leaves both the Medicare and Medicaid systems perpetually open to ongoing
exploitation. Programs to curb Medicare and Medicaid fraud, waste and abuse without first
resolving the identity verification problem will ultimately fail if we don't know who is a
legitimate beneficiary or provider, and who is not.
Structuring the Medicare and Medicaid systems to prevent fraud will not only save taxpayers
billions of dollars every year, but ensure that these two very important programs survive to
serve Americans now and well into the future.
Securing the Cards and Transactions

This proposal addresses the problem of identity verification of beneficiaries, providers and
suppliers as well as securing billing transactions in Medicare. The proposal calls for upgrading
the Medicare card to secure transactions as has been done in other federal programs and other
health programs across the world. Much of the content of this proposal is contained in the
Medicare Common Access Card Act introduced last year in the both the House (HR.2925) and
Senate (5.1551), both of which are endorsed by the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP). These bills call for an upgraded Medicare card, based on a secure smart card, to verify
who is eligible to give and receive benefits as a pre-condition to the claim ever being presented
to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for payment.
Under the proposal for beneficiaries, the new smart card would securely store the Medicare
account number or identifier (which today is the Social Security number) on a secure microcontroller. Providers and suppliers will also receive a new smart card, securely storing their
National Provider Identity number (NPI), so that only they can use it. By requiring identity
verification of providers and beneficiaries before a claim can be filed and payment processed,
Medicare would easily eliminate more than fifty percent of the fraud within the current system.
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Smart card solutions are used throughout the Federal government as employee credentials,
within the States as benefits cards, and in local hospitals and health systems to reduce errors,
eliminate duplicate electronic records and to save administrative costs. For the purposes of this
paper, the program outlined calls out Medicare specifically. Our industry has been discussing
and promoting an upgraded Medicare card to reduce fraud, waste and abuse within the
program over the past several years.
However, smart cards could easily be deployed within Medicaid. Currently, several states
including Georgia, North Carolina and Virginia are considering smart cards and biometrics
programs as a way to reduce fraud, waste and abuse within Medicaid. The Secure ID Coalition
continues to reach-out and dialogue with a number of healthcare providers and others in the
healthcare community to educate them about the potential benefits of the smart card
technology solution.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Provider-Based Fraud and Error:

Phantom billing is where fraudsters or unscrupulous medical providers bill Medicare for
unnecessary or unperformed procedures, medical tests, or equipment (or for
equipment that is billed as new but is, in fact, used).
NPI numbers of upstanding providers are stolen by fraudsters and criminals and used to
file claims. In this case providers are unaware their Medicare account is being used for
nefarious purposes.
Durable medical equipment abuse can happen when medical equipment used in the
home - like wheelchairs or oxygen tanks - are billed many times over, while in fact
nothing has been delivered to an actual patient.
Processing errors and mistakes account, in many cases, for improper payment. These
payments either should not have been made or were made in an incorrect amount.
Improper payments also include payments sent to the wrong recipient or payments
where supporting documentation is not available.
Patient-Based Fraud:

Fraudulent patient billing can occur when a patient provides his or her Medicare
number to a provider in exchange for kickbacks. The provider bills Medicare for any
reason and the patient is told to admit that he or she indeed received the medical
treatment.

4
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"Card Swapping" passed-off or stolen Medicare cards are used by others to get medical
care

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?
A Medicare Common Access Card
The term "common access card" derives from the original federal government smart card
program: The Department of Defense's Common Access Card (CAe). The DOD CAC was
implemented in 2000 as a means of authenticating personnel with access to DOD facilities and
computers. Upon full deployment, network intrusions were reduced by nearly 50% overnight.
The CAC model and platform has also been rolled out across the federal government for all
employees and contractors known as the Personal Identity Verification (PIV) program.

A Medicare CAC would leverage the existing government platform for secure identity
credentials to modernize how information is protected within the Medicare system itself. Doing
so protects the personal information of every beneficiary and puts in place a front-end
prevention system to only allow authorized providers and suppliers to bill for Medicare
services.
Authenticating Medicare beneficiaries and providers during an enrollment process and
requiring the use of secure personalized credentials will reduce fraud by:
Verifying beneficiaries are authorized to receive services and pharmaceuticals or
equipment being prescribed;
Verifying providers are authorized to provide those services and bill Medicare;
Verifying suppliers, such as durable medical equipment (DME) vendors, are authorized
to provide products and/or services and bill Medicare
Preventing imposters from posing as beneficiaries or providers, thereby thwarting
fraudulent transactions; and
Verifying and coding each transaction to prevent phantom billing, processing errors and
DME abuse.
Further, an upgraded Medicare card would protect beneficiary's privacy by taking their Social
Security number off the front of the Medicare card, and locking it securely within the card's
onboard computer chip - an important step in helping to reign in identity theft.
Card Issuance and Use

Today when a beneficiary first enrolls in the Medicare program they verify their identity with
documents or certificates on record with the Social Security Administration. Under Medicare
CAC the process for beneficiary enrollment would not change. After electing to receive
Medicare, beneficiaries receive a new secure smart card in the mail containing their protected
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identification information on an embedded micro-controller. For security purposes, a unique
PIN code would be mailed to the beneficiary separately. The card and PIN together
authenticate the beneficiary at check-in and authorize the transaction with the provider at the
point of service or check-out. This process, using a smart card with a PIN code, is known as twofactor authentication.
Medicare providers verify their identity and eligibility to provide services during an enrollment
process. Currently, under the Affordable Card Act (ACA) high risk providers go through an
enrollment process to verify their credentials and identity. Under the proposed Medicare CAC,
each provider's identity is secured by supplying a biometric that will serve as their own unique
key to their Medicare billing account. Providers receive a secure smart card which includes an
embedded micro-processor that stores basic biographical information, their NPI, as well as their
unique biometric key, thus binding the credential to the individual. The card and the biometric
together authenticate the provider, similar to two keys used to open a safety deposit box
(another type of two-factor authentication).
At the point of service, the transaction is authorized by both the provider and the beneficiary by
creating an electronic verification between their two smart cards using the unique keys - in this
case, the beneficiary's PIN code and the provider's biometric. This verification is critical as it
creates a confirmation by both parties that the service was rendered. The two-factor
authentication process (card plus PIN for beneficiaries and card plus biometric for providers)
limits the ability of criminals to fraudulently bill Medicare by posing as a either a provider or
beneficiary. It's important to note that this represents two major improvements over the
current system: first, a successful transaction requires two parties, and second, each of those
parties must provide two-factor authentication of their respective identities.
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How MEDICARE CAC WORKS IN THE DOCTOR'S OFFICE
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be issued Medicare Common Access Cord type credentials. The Provider's credential will hove a

nome, photo IDI and a computer chip containing the provider's biographical information, Notional
Provider Identity (NPf) number and their unique biometric key, all securely encrypted. The

Beneficiary'S cord will only hove the Beneficiary's nome and the secure encrypted computer chip,
which contains relevant biographical in/ormation, and their Social Security number, which is 0150
their Medicare account number. No langer will a beneficiary'S SSN be printed on the front af the
cord, further protecting the Beneficiary's personal information and privacy.

When checking out, both the Beneficiary and the Provider
simultaneously insert their cords into the cord reader.

In order to actually process the transaction, the
Beneficiary inputs their secret PIN number and the

This ensures that both parties are present to verify and
approve the transaction prior to billing CMS.

Provider scans their fingerprint biometric, verifying
that both parties are who they soy they are, and both
agree to the transaction.
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How WILL MEDiCARE CAC SOlVE THE PROBLEM?
Authenticating Identity of Beneficiaries, Providers and Suppliers
Unauthorized services and product transactions are essentially eliminated since both the secure
smart card and the person who owns the key on the card are required to conduct the
transaction. This means that phantom billing, fraudulent patient billing and stolen Medicare
cards are no longer easy means of bilking Medicare. Furthermore, both parties to the intended
transaction must verify the transaction. In addition to imposing strict anti-fraud mechanisms, a
Medicare common access card would also reduce processing errors (duplicate or misdirected
payments) through electronic verification of data and digitally signed electronic billing
processes.
The Proposed Medicare Common Access Card does not call for use of biometrics for
beneficiary authentication.
As discussed above, the proposal calls for patients to authenticate their identity via the
Medicare CAC smart card and a unique PIN. Within the healthcare industry, biometrics are
increasingly used for identification due to concerns about patient safety, identity theft, and
insurance fraud.
While biometrics are among the most accurate identity verifiers, and are currently used to
identify people in many diverse settings including amusement parks, airports, public schools,
hospitals, retail outlets and federal government facilities, we are not recommending biometrics
for Medicare or Medicaid beneficiaries at this time due to the significant challenges and costs
of enrollment.
Authentication of Medicare Providers and Suppliers
Biometric authentication is recommended, however, for providers and suppliers in the
Medicare CAC system. This would extend to billing agents within a doctor's office or hospital.
Biometrics is the science of identifying people based on certain unique physical characteristics.
Examples of types of biometric identification include facial geometry, fingerprint, hand, retina
and iris. As part of Medicare CAC, and in a secure smart card environment, biometric data is
distilled to a mathematical calculation known as a template. Because the template is a
representation of the biometric and not the actual image, it cannot be reproduced, copied or
stolen. The biometric template is encrypted and securely stored inside the micro-controller
embedded in the provider's smart card. At the point of verification, the card is placed in a card
reader. No information on that card can be read until the biometric that was provided at
enrollment is presented and read. The smart card and the reader would then perform a one-toone match (also known as match-on-card) between the template on the card and the live
8
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image. The biometric is confirmation that the person to whom the card belongs is present.
Because no one would have the associated biometric except for the rightful individual, the
system prevents fraudulent behavior. As a result, CMS is afforded the ability to use biometric
authentication without maintaining an online national biometric database.
Some biometric systems require an online database to which images are matched when they
are presented for verification. This process is called a one-to-many match. In the case of
Medicare this approach is not recommended because there is no need to try to determine who
is filing the claim, only a need to verify that the claim is being filed by the person authorized and
to whom the card was issued. The one-to-many match requires constant online access to a
central Medicare biometric database and is used to answer the "who is this" question. It would
require providers to wait for verification of a one-to-many match process which can take
significant time. Having a central Medicare biometric database accessible online is also an
invitation for hackers and fraudsters to attempt to breach the system. A one-to-one or matchon-card system answers the "is the person I think it is" question of concern.
For a secure, authenticated Medicare system, a one-to-one match using biometric templates is
the recommended approach, giving each provider complete control over their card and
verification process. Making authentication easy and less time-consuming benefits both
beneficiaries and providers.
Medicare Beneficiary Privacy and Security
A secure Medicare smart card strengthens beneficiary privacy and security in a number of ways.
First, the beneficiary's Social Security number (SSNj, used today as the Medicare Claim Number,
will no longer be printed on the card and readily available to identity thieves. The identification
information is encrypted and stored safely on the secure embedded chip. Second, information
on the card can only be read by an authorized Medicare card-reader, and only when the
beneficiary consents to input their correct PIN code. Third, personal information is protected
through encryption when transmitted electronically and when stored. The Medicare Common
Access Card not only improves the patient's privacy and security in a medical environment, but
it strengthens the beneficiary's overall privacy, reducing opportunities for identity theft and
fraud.
Medicare Provider Privacy and Security
The secure Medicare smart card system similarly protects the privacy and security of the
provider's information. NPI's and other personal information will no longer be printed on the
front of the card; instead, it will be encoded on the card's secure embedded chip. As with
beneficiaries, only an authorized Medicare card reader system can access the information on
the card, and then only when the provider has consented to present his biometric. These
precautions not only protect the legal card holder's privacy, but also ensure the integrity of the
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system from fraudsters who steal a provider's card in order to make an unauthorized
transaction.
Realizing that providers don't always file the claim to Medicare themselves, the Medicare CAC
offers flexibility in that administrative personnel can also be equipped with a Medicare CAC
card as an authorized representative of the provider after undergoing the same enrollment
process as the provider. To file the claim, the provider's NPI would be securely stored on the
authorized representative's smart card. This flexibility alleviates the need for providers to be
present to file a claim, and presents no interruption in provider workflow.
Common Access Card: NIST Approved Open Standards
In the U.S., open standards for secure identity credentials such as the DOD CAC and PIV cards
were developed collaboratively by industry standards organizations with the participation of
the U.S. government through the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). The
NIST standards were jointly developed to protect both physical and logical (computer networks)
government infrastructure against attack.
The Office of Management and Budget, through OMB M-ll-11, mandated that every federal
agency, including the Department of Defense, utilize secure smart cards to authenticate and
verify users for building access and computer access. While it is hard to measure fraud within
government agencies, the DOD confirms a 46% reduction in cyber security attacks on the first
day of secured logical access implementations in any given department. The U.S. e-Passport is
based on the same underlying secure identification technology and was implemented to
prevent unauthorized access into the United States.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A MEDICARE SMART CARD TO BENEFICIARIES,
PROVIDERS AND TAXPAYERS?
Benefits to Beneficiaries
A secure Medicare smart card strengthens beneficiary privacy and security in a number of ways.
Social Security Number Removed From Front of Medicare Card
The beneficiary's Social Security number (SSN) is no longer printed on the card and
readily available to identity thieves. The identification information will be stored safely
on the secure embedded chip.
Beneficiary Consent
Information on the card can only be read by an authorized Medicare card-reader, and
only when the beneficiary consents to input their correct PIN code.

10
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Personal Information is Encrypted
Personal information is protected through encryption when transmitted electronically
and when stored.
More Funds Available for Legitimate Care

Reduction in fraud within the system makes more funds available for legitimate
healthcare needs of Medicare beneficiaries.
Benefits to Providers and Suppliers

A secure Medicare smart card strengthens providers' privacy and security in a number of ways
and enables more efficient business practices.
Quicker Processing of Payment

Because transactions are verified by both the provider and beneficiary a non-repeatable
audit trail is created. This electronic processing eliminates paperwork and streamlines to
payment cycle, allowing for quicker and more accurate payment to providers.
Billing Accuracy

In many cases claims are rejected because of small mistakes or typos. Because the chips
verify both the provider and beneficiary all information is electronic, eliminating these
types of mistakes.
Reduces Need for Recovery Audit Contractors

Because both beneficiaries and providers provide proof they are legitimate, payment is
pre-approved before it is sent, reducing the need for backend recovery audit
contractors.
Streamlined Processes Increase Administrative Efficiency

Smart cards store basic patient and beneficiary information on the secure chip. That
information can be accessed by the provider at point of check-in to identify the correct
patient record and eliminate many of the administrative check-in procedures.
Protects Medicare Provider Numbers

Today provider numbers are widely available and used by thieves billing Medicare for
products and services never performed. Using a smart card guarantees that no one can
masquerade as the provider and use their number to bill Medicare.
Traceability/Audit trail

Using a smart card as part of the billing process creates an un repeatable audit trail
definitively verifying the details of each transaction between beneficiary and provider.
Since the information is electronically signed and transmitted to eMS processing the
information cannot be changed, altered or hacked.
Benefits to Taxpayers

While both beneficiaries and providers receive protections and benefits within the system,
taxpayers ultimately gain the most significant benefit: reduction of fraud, waste and abuse
within the Medicare system. Taxpayer funds can now be targeted directly to those Americans
entitled to Medicare benefits, without fear of siphoning by crooks. Such a program will go a
11
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long way towards providing stability and restoring integrity in a program on which so many
Americans rely.

WHERE HAS THIS TYPE OF PROGRAM BEEN SUCCESSFUL?

Smart cards are used in the US and around the world to prevent fraud and reduce costs. Below
are just a few examples of smart card deployment that have resulted in significant savings.

US Healthcare
While there are myriad examples of smart card implementations in healthcare across the US,
we've chosen to highlight two showing cost savings for both large and small hospitals alike.
Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York City. When Mt. Sinai deployed smart cards to their patients
to reduce the number of duplicate or overlaid records in their system, estimated to be
close to 15%. The hospital was able to eliminate annual large scale medical record cleanups which cost the institution $1.8 million and involved over 250,000 duplicate records.
Additional benefits included the elimination of the patient clipboard paperwork and
reduction in medical errors.
Memorial Hospital, North Conway, New Hampshire. Memorial Hospital reduced
admission errors from 6% of patient records to less than 1% by deploying smart cards,
including the reduction of medical record error from a rate of 7% to less than 1%,
creating an annual savings of $55,000 for a 35 bed hospital. Patients saw a direct benefit
as Memorial Hospital was able to reduce their admission time from 22 minutes to less
than 3 minutes - an immediate cost savings of $574,000 in annual employee payroll
minutes, which allowed Memorial to redirect staff to other productive tasks.
International Healthcare
A number of nations have implemented smart card-based healthcare systems for many reasons
beyond fraud reduction, such as security and ensuring administrative cost savings.
French healthcare system SESAM-Vitale. The French government implemented smart
cards in order to verify who was receiving treatment and to quickly provide
reimbursements within three to five days as opposed to 3-4 weeks. As a result, the
processing cost of a claim within the system was reduced from 1.74 Euros to .27 Euros.
With over one billion transactions per year, the transition saves the system over 1.4
billion Euros/year.
German Ministry of Health. Germany deployed secure smart healthcare cards to
approximately 70 million beneficiaries and is currently deploying about 280 thousand
health professional cards. The projected achievable program savings in the German
national program range from 1.7 to 2.9 billion Euros per year, of which between 800
12
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million to two billion Euros would come from fraud reduction. According to the German
Ministry of Health in January 2012, the beneficiary deployment alone has generated
annual fraud reduction of 250 million Euros. Provider fraud reduction data will not be
available until deployment is completed next year.
Taiwan. The Taiwanese government implemented one of the longest standing and most
comprehensive secure health care cards in the world. Implemented in 2004, the
program has issued 24 million patient cards and 300 thousand provider cards. The card
data includes not only insurance information but medical information as well. The
Bureau of National Health in Taiwan reports that moving from paper to a secure smart
card has extended the life of cards by 5-7 years, reduced fraud, saved on administrative
costs, and reduced health care spending in general. Taiwan's administrative costs are
the lowest in the world at two percent (compared to the U.S. at 31 percent).
Financial Services
The smart card technology present in the proposed Medicare CAC Act has been used to great
success across the globe to protect identity and secure transactions not only in health care, but
in the financial services market as well. Known as "Chip & PIN", the smart card technology has
revolutionized the way banks have reduced fraud and identity theft. Examples of success
include:

United Kingdom Chip & PIN smart card deployment for credit and debit card market.
According to a UK Payments Administration reported in 2010, overall fraud losses in the UK
fell by 67% and counterfeit card fraud losses have decreased by 77% since 2004, when Chip
& PIN was adopted.
France's Chip & PIN smart card deployment for credit and debit card market. The French
banking association GIE CB reported in November 2010 that a fraud ratio of 0.072%, for a
total 350 million (USD) - of which $140 million (USD) originated outside France. Five years
ago 26% of the system wide fraud was attributed to the Internet and 74% attributed to the
real world. Today the numbers are exactly the opposite with 75% attributed to Internet
fraud and 25% to real world. GIE CB credits smart cards with reducing real world fraud. For
a frame of reference, over 3.5 billion smart card transactions occur every year for a value of
$597 billion (USD). There are 58 million smart banking cards in circulation in France
(population 64m) with an average of 113 operations/transactions per user.
A trusted privacy and security tool for the Federal government
In addition to helping reduce fraud costs around the world, smart cards have been a reliable
resource throughout the federal government for identity management and security for more
than a decade. Designed on open standards approved by NIST, smart cards use non-proprietary
technologies to help secure American's identity and security both home and abroad. Current
federal smart card applications include:
13
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The Department of Defense Common Access Card. Today every federal agency, including
the Department of Defense, utilizes secure smart cards to authenticate and verify users for
building and computer access. While it is hard to measure fraud within government
agencies, the DOD confirms a 46% reduction in cybersecurity attacks on the first day of
secured computer access implementation.
The ePassport. Developed by the State Department and the Government Printing Office, all
new passports include a secure smart card computer chip embedded in the back cover.
Included to thwart passport counterfeiters, the secure chips protect American citizen's
personal information in a manner that prevents tampering and eavesdropping. Since the
first year of deployment, 2005, the State Department issued over 75 million ePassports
containing the secure smart card chip.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency's First Responders Authentication Credential
(FRAC). In order to ensure local and state emergency response officials are able to
collaborate to ensure the public's safety, many identity management challenges must be
overcome. The FRAC card meets the task by allowing for interoperability between local,
state, and federal first responders. So far, nine states have taken the lead to deploy FRAC
credentials for first responders, with many more on the way. It should be noted that all
doctors and nurses are considered first responders; as such a Medicare CAC provider card
could serve double duty as a FRAC credential, even further reducing implementation costs.
The American Medical Association/Centers for Disease Control Health Security Card. The
American Medical Association's Center for Public Health Preparedness and Disaster
Response is working with Center for Disease Control and FEMA to develop a pilot program
to show the benefit of a Health Security Card based on smart card technology for patients
in the event a disaster or health emergency. Preliminary findings from the pilot excises
show 90% of patient using the smart cards rated the care they received as good to
excellent, with 75% affirming care as very good or excellent. In December the AMA will
issue a final report on the smart card pilot.

WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF IMPLEMENTING MEDICARE CAC?
Recently, the Smart Card Alliance, an industry non-profit 501 (c)(3) education foundation and
trade association, worked with an independent auditor to determine the cost of deploying a
smart card based Medicare card system for both providers and beneficiaries (see attached,
DeLeon & Stang Medicare Report). The audit was completed in March 2012 with the intent to
assist Congress and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in their efforts to
understand the true cost and actual savings of a nation-wide Medicare CAC deployment.
The audit found there are many different elements that must be considered as part of a
national Medicare CAC deployment. Because the system will determine real-time eligibility of
14
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both providers and beneficiaries, it requires more than just the use of a smart card. Backend
infrastructure and readers must be accounted for in any cost estimate. The estimate accounts
for 2.6 million providers and 48 million beneficiaries for an overall total of 50.6 million
participants.
Because providers will be going through an enrollment process and their biometric information
will need to be captured the cost per provider within the system is estimated to be $31.08 per
provider. For the beneficiary, the cost is somewhat less, $14.57 per beneficiary, because the
beneficiary will receive their smart card via U.S. mail without the requirement of enrollment of
biometric capture. The PIN code for the beneficiary could come pre-set as the last four digits of
their Social Security number and could easily be changed, if the beneficiary desired upon first
use. The total cost for nationwide deployment of Medicare CAC system averages out to $24.24
per participant for a grand total of $1.3 billion for full deployment. These costs are completely
inclusive for full deployment and should be evaluated against the return in reductions in fraud,
waste and abuse.

WHAT IS THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND WHAT IS IT BASED ON?
The Department of Justice estimates that fraud within the Medicare system costs American
taxpayers over $60 billion per year. According to the General Accountability Office (GAO) in
2010 improper payments within Medicare were $48 billion per year. Senator Tom Coburn (ROK) provided estimates during a March 2, 2011 Senate Finance Committee hearing entitled
Preventing Health Care Fraud: New Tools and Approaches to combat Old Challenges, fraud and
improper payments in the Medicare and Medicaid programs to cost taxpayers between $100
billion - $120 billion per year. Looking at the problem from any prospective, there is a lot of
money at stake.
Based on savings reported by the UK, France, Germany and Taiwan across both the healthcare
and financial services industries (noted above), it is clear that the use of smart card-based
solutions led to a reduction in overall fraud losses upwards of 70%. While the Secure ID
Coalition believes that the smart card-based Medicare CAC program will be able to deliver
similar results, it is entirely reasonable to assume - at the very least - a cost savings of at least
50%, representing well over $30 billion in eliminated fraud annually at the current rate of fraud.
This conservative estimate is further reinforced by the DOD's confirmation of a 46% reduction
in cybersecurity attacks on the first day of deployment of the CAC card for computer access.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Because the Medicare program is unique, deploying pilot programs or demonstration
projects will be an important part of any successful smart card implementation. Five
pilot projects in areas where there is a significant amount of fraud will help to identify
the specific needs of the Medicare community. These areas could include specific states
or regions, similar to metro regions, prioritized by risk categories.
Planning is a critical part of any pilot program. It is the recommendation of the Secure ID
Coalition that the Secretary of HHS be given enough time to plan for the success of the
pilots, with a minimum of one year for mapping prior to implementation. Within the
mapping period a process by which HHS/CMS establishes metrics to quantify reductions
in fraud, waste and abuse must be clearly defined. Further, details of how beneficiary
and provider privacy will be protected must be addressed.
Assuring the interoperability of the new Medicare CAC hardware with existing practice
management software systems will also be an important part of the pilot program.
Claims are increasingly submitted through electronic interfaces; when including
authenticated receipts of rendered services from the new Medicare CAC hardware,
claims will be easier to verify by CMS, thus further reducing fraudulent payments and
expediting audits. Since the private sector is tasked with the development and
implementation of these practice management (PM) systems, the pilot program should
be developed to report the essential data needed for determining how best to integrate
Medicare CAC hardware into daily medical management practices.
In order for pilots to provide the requisite amount of data, detailed information about
usability, and specific measurable costs and benefits, a minimum duration of eighteen
months is recommended for the pilot programs.
Success of the pilot program will be determined by the established metrics defined prior
to the start of the pilot program. Once completed HHS/CMS will be able to verify
potential cost savings and benefits and determine the viability of a nationwide
deployment without further direction from Congress.
Once the pilots are completed, HHS/CMS will be able to assess the pilot data and design
a nationwide Medicare smart card program that meets the needs of providers,
beneficiaries and tax payers.
Implementing a nationwide program of this scope should be done methodically and
over time as to not overload HHS/CMS.
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CONClUSION
It's everyone's desire to see both the Medicare and Medicaid programs not only survive, but
thrive. The cost of waste, fraud and abuse in these systems not only eat away at our tax
reserves, but also forces federal and state authorities to spend tens of millions of dollars every
year in law enforcement and prosecution costs. It only makes sense to stop the fraud before it
happens. In this case, that means implementing a secure smart card to verify and authenticate
valid Medicare and Medicaid users at the time of the transaction.
Smart cards are not only a globally recognized tool to help eliminate medical and financial
fraud, but a trusted tool of the federal government in assuring identity across a number of
critical applications. If Congress were to implement a smart card technology solution - such as
described in the Medicare Common Access Card Act - it would have the potential to save
American taxpayers over half of the estimated $60 billion per year cost of fraud. With over 48
million seniors, that comes out to approximately $1,250 of fraud per recipient per year.
However, for a one-time investment of less than $25 per beneficiary, the federal government
will realize a cost savings of over $612.50 per beneficiary per year - a return on investment 24
times over.
The Secure ID Coalition stands ready to assist Congress in helping save the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. We look forward to working with you and answering any questions you
may have.

QUESTIONS

&

ANSWERS

If the beneficiary does not have their card, will they be denied access to care?
Absolutely not. CMS will need to establish a policy for how to process claims that are outside of
the validated and authenticated Medicare CAC system.
Some cards will get lost, whether it's because of illness or just plain forgetfulness; it happens
today in every program. This is not a technology issue, but a question of policy on how CMS
would treat billings that have not been authenticated. In the case of beneficiaries who need to
have a caretaker or legal guardian tend to their medical needs because they cannot
communicate, a special caretaker credential could be issued to them.
How will personal privacy be protected using a smart card?
Both privacy and security must be considered fundamental design goals for any personal ID
system and must be factored into the specification of the ID system's policies, processes,
architectures, and technologies. The use of smart cards strengthens the ability of the system to
protect individual privacy and secure personal information.
Unlike other identification technologies, smart cards can provide authenticated and authorized
information access, implementing a personal firewall for the individual and releasing only the
17
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information required when the card is presented. Smart card technology provides strong
privacy-enabling features for ID system designers, including the ability to:
Support anonymous and pseudonymous schemes
Segregate multiple applications on the card
Support multiple single-purpose IDs
Provide authentication of other system components
Provide on-card matching of cardholder verification information
Implement strong security for both the ID card and personal data
Smart cards trust nothing until proven otherwise. For example, smart cards can require
cardholders to authenticate themselves first (with a PIN or biometric) before the cards will
release any data. And smart cards support encryption, providing patient data privacy and
enabling at-home or self-service applications in suspect or untrusted environments to be
secure.
The smart card's embedded secure microcontroller provides it with built-in tamper resistance
and the unique ability to securely store large amounts of data, carry out own on-card functions
(e.g., encryption and digital signatures), and interact intelligently with a smart card reader.
In case a beneficiary card is lost, how secure is one's personal information?
If the card is lost, the data on the card is secure and not readable without the individual's PIN
code. Further, all information stored in the card cannot be read unless accessed via an
authorized, authenticated reader. An attempt to hack the chip on the card would destroy the
information in the process, because the chips are designed to shut down under brute force
attacks. Once the card is reported lost or stolen the system will no longer recognize it and it
becomes completely useless. One of the significant benefits that will reduce medical ID theft is
that the card will no longer have the beneficiary's social security number printed on it.
In the case of beneficiaries seeking care outside their home region, how will the cards work?
This is an issue that exists today with paper Medicare cards containing SSNs in full view. The
secure Medicare smart cards will work in any authenticated provider reader and benefits will
be fully available nation-wide under existing Medicare services guidelines. During the pilot
program, eMS would treat beneficiaries seeking care outside their home region under the same
polices as if the beneficiary had lost their card.
Would a smart card program work with other program integrity efforts eMS has already
deployed?
A smart card program will complement existing programs initially and, over time, the sIDe
anticipates eMS would do away with some of the reactive initiatives underway due to the
success of the smart card program to reduce fraud, waste and abuse in the system. Unlike the
programs currently underway that search for fraud after the transaction has been process and
the money disbursed, the smart card program is a proactive fraud prevention approach. To
date, no proactive initiatives have been put forth by eMS.
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ApPENDIX
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Smart Cards and Biometrics in Healthcare Identity Applications, Smart Card Alliance
Healthcare Council white paper, May 2012
Benefits of Smart Cards versus Magnetic Stripe Cards for Healthcare Applications, Smart
Card Alliance Healthcare Council brief, December 2011
Effective Hea!thcare Identity Management: A Necessary First Step for Improving U.S.
Healthcare Information Systems - A Smart Card Alliance Brief for Government Policy
Makers and Other Stakeholders, Smart Card Alliance Healthcare Council and Identity
Council brief, March 2009
ATTACHED DOCUMENTS

Secure 10 Coalition, Medicare Common Access Cord: How Does It Work, 2012.
Deleon & Stang Certified Public Accountants and Advisors, Smort Cord Alliance
Projected Schedule of Costs To Deploy Secure ID Card and Related Fraud Reduction Cost
Savings and Return on Investment with Independent Accounts' Report, June 27, 2012.
AARP Joins Bipartisan Effort to Prevent Identity Theft of Medicare Beneficiaries,
September 14, 2011.
lawrence Carbonaro, Converting to LifeMed, Memorial Hospital of Conway, New
Hampshire, 2012. (Memorial Hospital report on savings realized from conversion to
LifeMed, a smart card-based health information system.)
Theresa Min-Hyung lee, Comparative Study of Taiwanese Health Care System, in The
Ampersand Journal, Issue IV 42 (McGill University), 2011.
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How it works

Medicare Common Access Card
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SMART CARD ALLIANCE
PROJECTED SCHEDVLE OF COSTS
TO DEPLOY SECl'RE ID CARD
AND RELATED FRAUD REDUCTION COST
SAVINGS AND RETURN ON I:\TESTMENT
WITH
INDEPEC'IIDENT ACCOl'NT ANTS' REPORT
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I:'>DEPE:'>DENT ACCOUNTAl'iTS' REPORT
Smart Card Alliance

\\'ashington, DC
We have examined the accompanying projected Schedule afCosts to Deploy a Secure II) Card Within the U.S.

Medicare

Sy~tem.

and the Schedule of Projected and Fraud Reduction Cost Savings of Deployment of a

Secure ID Card Within the

13,2012, \vhich
for the

ha~

projection~,

u.s. ~1edicare System and the Related return on Investments (ROJ) as of February

been prepared by Smart Card Alliance. Smart Card Alliance's management is

respon~ible

which , ... ere prepared for the purpose of providing educational information relevant to

proposed legislation being drafted by the U.S. Congress. OUf responsibility
projections based on our examination.

j"

to express an opinion on the

Our examination was conducted in accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, included such procedures as we considered necessary to
evaluate both the assumptions used by management and the preparation and presentation of the projection. We
believe tha.t our examination provides a. reasonable basis for our opinion
In our opinion, the accompanying projections are presented in coofonoity with guidelines for presentation of a
projection established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and the underlying
assumptions provide a reasonable basis for management's projections assuming'

2.

-4

The deployment costs are accurately projected by using an average of the projected deployment costs
based on a survey of six companies which specialize in deployment of similar secure ill cards for
similar purpose~ in the U.S. and foreign countries, and other estimates of deployment costs made by
the Smart Card Alliance, Health Council Members.
The quantiry of projected users of the secure ID card are aceumtdy estimated u~ing U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) information as described in the projection.
The cost savings are accurately projected by using cost savings of similar programs in the U.S. and
foreign countrie~, as described in the projection.
The return on investment (ROT) is accurately projected by using the projected cost savings and
applying it to the estimated current levels of Medicare fraud.

However. even if the assumptions referred to above are accuratc, there will usually bc differences between the
projected and actual results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and those
differences may be material. We have no responsibility to update this report for events and eireumstances
occun"ing after the date of this report
The accompanying projection and this report are intended solely for the information and use of (1) members of
management of the Smart Card Alliance and (2) the U.S_ Congress and related US government agencies. in
counection with propo~ed legislation related to the deployment of secure ID cards, and are not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties

([)eLeon d, Statl{}
DeLeon & Stang, CPAs and Advisors
Gaithersburg, 1\IIaryland

June 27, 2012

.. .improving the financial lives of our clients, our staff & our community with integrity, trust & innovation.
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S:\IART CARD ALLIANCE
Schedule of Costs to Deplo;\' 11 Secure ID Curd
Within the U. S. :\icdicul'c System
February 13, 2012
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SIHART CARD ALLIAXCE
Schcdulc of Costs to Ocplo)' II Secure 10 Card
Within the t:. S. MedicHIT System
Fehruar)'13, 2012 (Continued)
n .. n .. lidade~
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S:,\Uln' CARl) AIJ.lA~CE
S.beduJe of Projected Fraud Reduction Co~t Savings of
Deplo~ment ofa Secure ID CrtnJ in the e. S. ;\lediclIl'e S~'5tem
Alid the Rellttetl Return on IlIve.,tmelih
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SMART CARD ALLIANCE
Project DeploymeDt Costs and Fraud Reduction Savings of Secure ID Card
Febl'uary 13,2012
NOTE 1 - lIiATURE AND PURPOSE OF ORGfu'iIZATIOr'l
The Smart Card A1liance is a non-profit organization, located in Washington DC and tax
exempt under section 501 (c) (6) of the Jntemal Revenue Code (IRe). Its mission is to
accelerate the "\videspread adoption, usage and application of smart card technology in

North America, by bringing together users and technology providers in an open forum to
address opportunities and challenges for the industry. Its membership consists of
companies and individuals in technology companies. federaL state ~llld local
governments, academic institutions, consulting companies and Latin American
companies and institutions.
The Organization conducts conferences, prepares
publications, and provides resources to its mcmber~ in furtherance of its purpose.

NOTE 2 - SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF THE PROJECTIONS
Th..:: putpose of this report is to provide projections related to (1) the estimated costs of
the deployment ofa secure ID card in the lJ.S. Medicare system to the lj.S. Congress. (2)
the estimated fraud reduction cost savings and renInl on investment (ROI). in relation to
proposed legislation to conduct a pilot program.

NOTE 3 - CNDERL YING ASSUMPTIONS USED ON THE PROJECTIOr'lS
Cerrain assumptions were used in devdoping the projections. The projectIons are only as
reliable as the accuracy of the assumptions. Even if the assumptions described in this
report are accurate. there will usually be ditlerences between projected results and actual
results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected and those
differences could be material. The underlying assumptions used to develop the
projections in the repOlt are:
1. The costs of deployment of a secure ill card are based on the average cost
projections developed from a survey of technology companies which are members
of the Smart Card Alliance. The survey consisted of six companies, and the
projected costs are an average of the costs projected by these companies. Some
companies did not provide cost information in all cost areas. Some of the
estimates of deployment costs were made by the Smart Card Alliance and
Healthcare Council Members, and not directly from the survey results. The
s.urveyed companies; cost projections are only as accurate as the projections
provided by the survey. Since the overall d~ployment costs an:: based on the <.:ost
per user multiplied by the number of projected users, the actual deployment costs
could differ significantly fi..om the projected costs if the actual cost per user is
different from the projeded cost per user.
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SMART CARD

ALLlA~CE

Project Deployment Costs and Fraud Rt'duction
Sayings of Secure ID Curd (Continued)
FcbrUlll)' 13, 2012

NOTE 3 -\JNDERLYING ASS\Jl\ll'TIONS ('SED ON THE PROJECTIONS (Continued)
2. The quantity of projected lisen of the secure ID card was detcnnined from
information obtained from the National Plan and Provider Enumeration System
(NPPES), a division of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (eMS) of
the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). SiIlce the projected
costs of deployment of a secure ill card is based on the cost per user multiplied by
the number of projected users, the accuracy of the number of users is a material
component in the total cost projection. The NPPES information is generally
considered to the most current and accurate estimate of the number of users of a
secure ID card. Ho\vever, the overall deployment costs relies heavily on the
quantity of users, and may differ significantly from the actual costs if the actual
number of users difters from the projected number ofmers.
3. The fraud reduction cost savings is presented at various assumed percentages of
savings. It is assumed that the cun'ent Medicare fraud is approximately $60 billion
per year. The fraud reduction cost savings is based on cost savings of similar
programs using other applications of the secure ID card and deployment of a
secure ID card in other countries whose medical systems and related regulations
ditfers from those in the C.S. While management believes that the fraud reduction
cost savings reported by other secure card applications and deployments in other
countries is a reasonable estimate of the fraud reduction cost savings that would be
achieved in the U.S .. material differences could exist '.'.'hich would affect the total
cost savings.
4. HIe projected return on investment (ROI) is uIso prescnted at various assumed
fraud reduction percentages. The projected ROJ is computed by subtracting the
total projccted fraud cost savings, at each assumed savings percentages, from the
projected deployment costs. Since the total projected deployment costs and the
projec.ted fraud rcdut:tion savings arc based on the assumptions described above,
the ROI is based all, and subject to, these assumptions. If the total projected
deployment costs and/or the total projected cost savings differ materially from the
achIal results. the actual ROI '.yill differ materially from the projected ROl.
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SMART CARD ALLIANCE
Project Deployment Costs and Fraud Reduction
Savings of Secure ID Card (Continued)
February 13.2012
NOTE 4 - LIl\llTATlOl"S OF t:SE OF THE PROJECTlOl"S AND SPECIFIED PARTIES
The projected infonnation contained in this report is intended for a specific purpose and
use, it is not intended that the projections be used for any other pUlvoses or uses. FUliher,
this report is intended for use by (1) Members of the Smart Card Alliance, (2) the U.S.
COl1gress and related U. S. govcmment agencies related to proposed legislation
concerning a pilot program for deployment of a secure ill card in the U.S. :Medicare
system, the use of this report is not intended to be used, and ~hould not be nsed, by any
other parties other than the specified users.
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AARP Joins Bipartisan Effort to Prevent
Identity Theft of Medicare Beneficiaries
AARP today endorsed the Medicare Common Access Card
Act of2011
From: Press Center I September 14,2011
FOR
September 14,2011

IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

CONTACT:
AARP Media Relations, 202-434-2560
AARP Joins Bipartisan Effort to Prevent Identity Theft of Medicare Beneficiaries
WASHINGTON - AARP today endorsed the Medicare Common Access Card Act of 2011 in a
letter to U.S. Senators Mark Kirk and Ron Wyden as well as U.S. Representatives Jim Gerlach
and Earl Blumenauer. The bill will create a secure Medicare identification card pilot program for
beneficiaries located in five geographic areas nationwide. This bipartisan and bicameral piece of
legislation introduced today will replace paper Medicare cards with secure cards that carry the
personal information electronically of individuals in the program.
Excerpts of the letter of support from Joyce A. Rogers, AARP Senior Vice President, are below:
"On behalf of AARP's millions of members, we are pleased to endorse the Medicare Common
Access Card Act of 2011. Your legislation will create a secure card pilot program under the
Medicare program.
"Older Americans are particularly vulnerable to the dangers of identity theft. Your legislation
will pilot a program to replace the current paper Medicare card with a smart card that would
store the beneficiary's personal information electronically on a computer chip, and would require
both beneficiaries and providers to confirm receipt of services at the time services were
provided. Similar technology currently exists for Department of Defense personnel.
"Your legislation not only provides enhanced information security, but will also help to reduce
fraud in the Medicare program by verifYing the identity of both Medicare beneficiaries and
providers. Medicare dollars should be spent on necessary services and not lost to fraudulent
activities."
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For a copy of the full-text of the letter, please contact AARP Media Relations by phone at (202)
434-2560 or via email at media@aarp.org.
About
AARP:
AARP is a nonprofit, nonpatiisan organization with a membership that helps people 50+ have
independence, choice and control in ways that are beneficial and affordable to them and society
as a whole. AARP does not endorse candidates for public office or make contributions to either
political campaigns or candidates. We produce AARP The Magazine, the definitive voice for
50+ Americans and the world's largest-circulation magazine with nearly 35 million readers;
AARP Bulletin, the go-to news source for AARP's millions of members and Americans 50+;
AARP VIVA, the only bilingual U.S. publication dedicated exclusively to the 50+ Hispanic
community; and our website, AARP.org. AARP Foundation is an affiliated charity that provides
security, protection, and empowerment to older persons in need with support from thousands of
volunteers, donors, and sponsors. We have staffed offices in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
http://www .aarp.org/about-aarp!press-ccnter/info-09-20 II! aarp-joins-bipartisan -eff0l1-toR.re\~enl-id-"ntitrth~fl::Qrl1l,dic.are-=llel1eJicia.0esjJrint.htl111
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I~MernoriaL

eK.c;;,jlHospitaL

Converting to LifeMed
By: Lawrence Carbonaro
Director, Purchasing, Patient Access & HIS
The Memorial Hospital. North Conway, NH (35 beds, 100,000 annual patient visits and over
$300,000 in administrative savings annually, not including the marketing advantages)

o

Decreased admissions error rate from 6 0/0 to less than 1 0/ 0 We average 1500 registrations a week,
thus 90 records that used to require manual intervention to fix before billing; with UfeMed we no longer
require that effort.)

o

Elimination of clip board and paper (We went paperless as a result of UfeMed. We used to print a
cover sheet to give to the patient with each registration, this is no longer required. 156 cases oJpaper plus
toner are no longer used, no shredding or storage.)

o

Reduced duplicate records from 7% to less tban 1 % (an annual cost savings of$35K-$55kfor
scrubbing records. No numbers reported for medical errors due to incorrect chart)

o

Reduced admission time from 22 minutes to less than 3 minutes (average salary equaling $18.13
an hour and a average saving of 19 minutes equals a soft cost saving of$5.74 per patient times 100,000
patents annually. Registration saving of$574,000 of annual employee payroll minutes allowing Memorial
to redirect staff to other productive tasks, like accurate insurance billings, etc. - LifeMed soft projection).
See reduced staff below

o

Reduced medical record error from 7% to less than 1 % (unreported cost savings but includes billing
losses, medical procedure losses, medical errors, lawsuits, etc)

o

Reduced PAC System errors to less tban 1 % (Hard to quantijj; but PACs errors were occurring about
150 annually, now they are rare. Paes administrator time was 3+ hours to fix each error, About $25K
savings, assumed pay would begreater than $100K)

o

Reduced full time staff requirements from 21 to 15 (Annual savings equates to $224,640 using a
burdened salary of$37,440 annually).

o

Decreased insurance AIR from 55+ to 42 days (unreported saving; Current days are still reducing in
AIR and is now below 41 days).

o

Increased Press-Ganey patient satisfaction by 10% within first 60 days (Memorial's now in the top
5% of all hospitals with satisfaction in registration - this was a major issue as our patient dissatisfaction
began at admission even before the patient saw an employee or clinician. Patient satisfaction influenced
patient and employee retention and employee gratification).

Areas of Savings not reported or financially measured as of the date of these Administrative Measures:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Patient Satisfaction Increase
Diminished Registration Errors
Diminished in Duplicate Records
Diminished in Record Errors
Elimination of Registration Paper
Decreased Insurance AIR
31
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Comparative Study of Taiwanese Health Care System
incest: Mil1~~Yul'Ig Lee
Thehealtll ('are system of Taiwan is an exeDlplary' ml),i!e! ofh{}w modern health rare
Milrm ani! majci' p-~iicy clIanges e.l:ll bring aDDut high q1L3lity llDlve5al he.ilm,
OO\'eT.ige to a ~()UDt!y in a: J'\?l.itively ~hort period of time, Afte~ years of romultmg
interl'..at'.onalexperu in the health policy fie.ld mel stLld,ing nu.'ll1ei'C'LiS health ~31l!
~steJU~ around the world, Taiw.m inrituted ib 1.IJ'J'i'eTs,a,l Naticilal He,a,lm, Jr.suraoce
(NHl) progrJ..."Il ill 199.5, extending a com!lJ'\?hen~fve ~neJfu paclage rangiog IT1l1'i1
d,0C':{}1 \'1!si':~. prescriptioll drugs to e\'en tr.!ll1itional Chinese medicine to :9'9 pem!nt
cl' tn~ Tafil.anese popu!ation, Thec Ta!l'Hnese r&eri'l! their hecalth Can! sfrriC'e5 in a
very timely llLamI,er 'IIi.th minimal wait times. ami the resw"t is that the over.a.!l
Jl'llpu.1i.tion remaim !loth beea.\thy and bolP1W ....i.th the health carl! syrtl!Dl 01 their
WI.L'ltlj'.

Most IlU Il5 are abo satJisfied willi thee hea!th carl! we rece.<.;e hi!!'E ~Il Ca."Iada

[Stat'.stics Canada, 2008} perhaps in keul}f thl! hl!alth C.l:N refurm deb.3ce r a;gi:n.g in
the iJllzti!d StAtees, Yi!t. I'tt! ru1\"e Iud the unpleaSdnt eexpHimce of sb~Dg in the
waiting fODDl of the doctor's office tor cow:;tiess nilILli:ler of hours, Dr !lerhap~ kmn...
{if someDnf who has !lad to wait montns to recei~'~ treatment O! diagn1l51lS iliac
sm.ll'.Ud Dot ha\"e been dela);'ed Thi! Canadian gm'et'DDlent is qui;:e aware of this
probiem cliaLlenging W..h the he.3lth care providerr and ~e-h~rs ahU. and is
maJ;iog an effort to !inrl a solution. Olle such ir.itiiaijvE ~ the ~D"estment d 4.5 billioo
dollMs into the Wair Time Redt:II=t:i~n FlllU:l since 2004 (Health Ca.'1!.Ca. 20M),

vrlm .ill of this in milul- 1 leapt at me 'JFpIlrtunit}· to partake in a Public Heattl1
Exch.mge prGgram through McGill's Global Heealth Programs to obse!Ve best
jlil'actiC::l!s adopte'li b, TaiWd.ll's health care srs~ms. and hllw it came til serre its
cinzen5 so eff€<.."tITl!ly and efficiectly,
The E:tp.illSlon of health care ill Ta:i\...an mirrors its rapm eronllmi~ development
A..'Ur a rtroDg ecollZmie gr'~wth of DlllTe ~.m tweDt:;' :rears, thi! public of Ta:"ii.ill
demanded a bette;' hi!alt:h insurar.::e OO\"el'age in the 1'9805. ~eai!lj!l~ to a full-fledged
F.atror..al health insul"illce program. The ne',., hea.'th mSlJ!.mce coverage arose frDDl
years Ilf fro-depth sruml!s of h~~~ Cari! :ry~el!l5 from j}th,er nadoll5. The hedlt::h
refoml. re':!1Jlted in the NRl;whkb is now a government-fun, single-payer ~tem
wit!! ur,~-ersal ~"erage similar to that llf Canada's,. Pri<w til the e'7.ablisnmeot of
l'I'H[ ill 19%, 41 per cent of tne Taiwanese ~pul"'tio:n was 1Jll.i!J!jlHe:i - the majo."ity
I}! the uuins'Jred, wl!re ,Dung !:bilClren aDd seniors, WbO:H! nee1l. fc-r 1l~.il!:.1) Cd!e Ls
1l51Lally the highest. As a reswt of tho!! manrumry ellfollmen:t th~ refcrm has siDee
c.rought i!lsurar:.ce to 99 per cent Dfctti:i!e!t> and legal reSider,t=;, and incri!a5ed till?
hl!alth ~a;e utiliz.ttio!1 rat'!!5 of the UllinSUl'l!d up to pM \lIi.th th05e I}f prerioosiy
insured popu.1i.tions fCben1: :l;003),
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D-espite Sl<'>fr aJ simi1lriti.es \~ith t.iI]e Canadi.m h~dhb CMe Sf'stem as a ""bolA!.. thue
aN! some notable drfferi!llces bt'n~'\f!en the two :J}'5tems, f'ir:rtly. TaiW>ill5 beaU:h e.are
t'O'I'srage is mo~ compri!ti.e.nsive, It covers sen'ices tha.t Canadians are mua11Y pay
lIut-!!f-powt Ilf t.~m.!gh :mpplemfotaJ heilih U:!5IIJ'ancf" These se~iC6 inehl!Jf·
pN!Sl:ripiJDn drup, dental Cd."€, ,~,sion tare acd tr.. ditiocaJ Chine.::e meliidne (Cheng
2001),

Si!ellndly, patielli:S are free to see doctors of an, :;peciilt't}- m::nour gai!Jg thNlugh a
referral IN' 'gatekee:per" :;yrtl!tn.. There are ab!! DO limitatiom on tne type LIf 1l1l:;Pi'".al
that .fi'::m \.,hicll the pa.tients can reah'e their health Cal,," DUI! tD the a]}1,foce 01 a
gatekeeper S}'"S1:Elll, theri! is 00 need to fiE's!' see your primary hea.l+.bcare proviider t:l
rel:l!fIre a ref>! IT.;!; to see a :;J:.f!ci:!list, As a resiJk. the!'!! is Th.."ruaJ1y r,o waIting list ior a
visit: to the dartor's j]ffi.C'I!. There i:; a~ freedom to choo1l! b~~ !lea."th l:3re
f~lmes. ranging flom small pubalc health clinics to iarge prh'ate hospitus that offer
romfort with il.lXU!"lo1l.S decor,

Uil an ob~.eniog and lea:mng about m.m~' hl!aJth can facilitie~ (mcllldic.g public asJd
~e teachmg h():;piCil~, m.ajor PI.!!l2ic hlllpitaJ5 acd prtvate hospital.::
alike. 00 a t15}'Clliatti:c hospital, a Tradition.!l Chinese Me-d.icaL h'J3pitdll.ll.llQ a regiooal
Centr1! for Di.5e0!5e C{ll!Itral), and d.i:iC'Jssing ....ith .mil iistening to doctors, mll'~el,
prol'ezors mod medkaL rtudencs, ::11.. facilities appNred to be spectamiar. weiLequipped 'with modern techDolllgy'; an>!!. th .. DJII!adth cl ~oerl:kes available to the
Taiwdllese Jl'GPulatioc pTe~nted was t!'W}'impri!ssive,

priyate clinics,

V,'ith migh health iIldicators comparable to any developed nat'':}ll - irJ.lnt IlHl~.altty
rate of !;,.2·G per 1000 births; ,lIld life exP&t.L."lC}' at birth 0€75.34 )-ear, for re;ell and
81.2 }-eaIS 'or wome!) {Centrallnteilige.nce AgeT.e:l'. 2016) - it 'i'o'~ cLea: that Tah.... an
was pro'ljd::ng he.iltfu tar~ that sul:l:l!ssfuliy sustaiIts a he.ilc.'rl' gl!-neral pDpLlliltioll.
F:JrtiJermore, a clOSEr lool at Taiwan's natio-nat health expenditw'e ra':e1 indicate
that this was being acltieved at a fraction >ill thi! COS! c! oi:!!fer nations: "JIll' 6 peromt
'lit Taiw.m's GDP i:; spent an healmcaN!, romp.lTed to 10 pe:rcect for (.mida and. 16
percent for tne llrutJ<d States (Grganiuticn fllr Economic (oopl!-ration alld
DeYeLopment. 21}1{J], Sicce its imp~melltatilln, NHl has had .. publi:: 5<lti~.. etilln
rating rangiog from i'i} ~fiO per cent. dipping low on1~' iD the years ','I'here new
p,atkies introduced high~r inrurance raUs (Cheng 2003}. It remained llDciear nllw
Taiwan ma!lageG to SIJ!i~ a hBdhb care :ry'Stem acitierin.g simiLar. if not 'better,
re~1ll1::i thac tha.t of Canalia'; and the United St3te~
The NHI

i~

p'Jb!icly funded and

fican~d

on mcotne-b.ilCed pri!mi\lffiS as

~iHlsed tll

general tax l'f'\'er.ues, The pre1t1ill~ are base4 Dll payroll taxes pam by the
empIOl'"l!f, the employee dll>!!. th," governml!ltt in. v.u'j'ing .im'.l'J!r!3 depending 'Ii.:!
differecr.! pOlllliation groLlpS, MD:;t peopbe WbD are empLo}'lOd pay 30 per cent {Ii the
premil.!lR. while· the.'T empLil}'ee p~<:; 64) per ceDt.mdi me g<:l'l'emment sllbsidiz6 the
remaining 10 per cmt. The sill"'i!m.ployed poly lOOper cm.! of til.e premium. and
iDdil."iduals n-mD a Low·i!Jroml! h..."Usehold are r.Jll:i' rub:iid:ized br tl!e gave~!lmenL
For the employed. the total in9Jrance· premium 15. typ~anl' 4A, per ::£ct of their
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wages (Underwood. 2009). as we.!!. tltl! ta:,es from rohv.co excis~ w and tb~
n.at'<l}na.! lottery re'I'EO'Jes are illjerted/infu.:;ed ir,to the system (Bu1'uU llf Natij}:aaI
H~aJmlns.. ra.:r,cE!, 2010).
The CDst;;{ the ser.ices from providers li coverro mainJ? througb re:imbllrsement:;
from the URI, but i: is .ilio p.zrti.ally~iJ\"erl!d b}' ~ll-pa~eut:s from US~1"!i (Cheng,
2.(03). The NHI is .uso sLlppleml!Dted by a tll-iosur.m.ct! sy"SteID when tile IlSe-r pay:;
a COmloai cO-P'"y"llJellt ttl the hi!aJrh ~ p?o'l"ider upon the US!! of it service,,. ll3
.Jl1ll1lose i5 ~D discourage a.erose. This ID~' be compared tc how wait 1i\lle~
~emm:ng from rh.e ..efenaJ-:ry"'"Stem III CaDada discollrages lllUle..'E'S5ary' hDspital
l'isit:;. The co-paym,EDt is -.J.maiily a few dlilla:rs,. or a fraction of thl! true caSt of thi!
::-enicl< provided The amOllO: i5 capped by th!! Nf'll tu elim:n~'Ze allY ctlcc~rns l'1
bankruptcy resulting frOID .ill. aroJ.lD'Jl.a..joll of the fees.. It i5 alw wa:"'ed f()]'
catd..tropruc d~searl!s. in'lii,iduail from Low-income Douse·holds or remote areas,
infant:; and .,-eteora!l5.
Onl! pr!ilJiematic ana of he...ldl care d!at the NHI ha::; taf'..l:led progre:;~:i'l'e!y i.s
implelllE'nting me UD1\"erHl c:n~rage and assuring similar hult.\ status betll'l!E'n the
inchgE'nOUS and marpna.li:i!ro poplili':lrm.s. and the Te1 of Tai'....-an. In llrder tll
elimimate dl.<pa."'ities reogarding aCCe:i ~ to he.3.ith~a!e. NHI has approached both the
1ifmand a!1d supply sid ... 0.0 the 4l!md."ld side. tt ensured that tile PD;J,.wtion at ~tsk
were providE'd wrth ir..rurance, and exempted tfuE'm from co-paymenc, On die rujlilly
~de, it has implementE'd an Integrated [Jelivezy SyS':!!ffi (iDS). and g'-Jaram:eed
inrome fur pllysiciaru pra.cticir~ in remote JJ'l!a:i (Eureau of Natio!Lil Healtil
Insurance, 2.iHO). Alth{lu,,~ certair, d!!paritie rol.l erist. policy tools such as [oS and
J\lil'a] payment 1J0Rilles cDntzfuute to e'lo':iinLlOll5 improl'el[!!!!It (Ch014 Huang et <11,
2004).
_.!,...Iomer mniJvation is the intewatic-n oftraditicn.almE'tbods in a modern >l"5tem. A:;
traditiCloa] Chinese mi!dical ll~actiCE' ~ an acceptl!D ferm of medic'.ne, and L~ a
mainstze·am medica] can in Ta:Wil!l. CrunE!se medicine is inrurl!d under the NHl.
Trad£till!Llll Chinee Medkal (Tm} :'ien';Ce5 raogl!s framOiL"Il.punCtil!'!! and fire
rnppi."Ig massages to med~ti.'Ioll herb! It:5 bi!~eved to be ene.:ti.'e in all~\".ation lit
mmy ifilnE'n'l!s .iDa disease, lDanaging pain ar.d promoting well-l:>I!i.r.g. Traditi·cnal
ChinE'se ml!di1cine ~ otter. llled in .ronju"lctiDll ....ith Western bi·ome-dicme {Chelle
Chen et aJ. 2007) and accDunt fllr si.v. per ~D~ of neoaltt. exJ"endlturl! Dn o;J.tparjen7.
5en'icE-s in Ta..'war. (Bureau of N"tionM H!!akh Insuran~ lOiOj.. HO';\'e\'er, n{Jt .all
TC!>I chnk~ are re~ed und!!? the rHn. and ?c.mdMdizatioD regarding mE' qllality
was Dot so straiigh:fo!"'iI'ard,

},:; it turn~ oot tl:u, NHl began facing deficits in the late 13"9ils. relyUi.g ill'. bank loans
to pay health carl! pro'iiders, B'etween 1956 and ZOO"9, NHI expenditures grew at an
average of 5.27 p!!r ~nt a year. l!XCeoeding NHI revenue:s 'l\ith an a'i'l!!"age growd!
rate <If 4.{)2 p€r cl!nt a }""i!a.r (Bure.ru of Natilmal Health J!lsura.r.Cl!, 21}10). The
exceeding i!Xpl!nditures were a fa\lJt of the opell-<e!lded. health losLlrance:;y:;tem
reJ,ing on a FI!e-F()]'-S~rri~ (FFS) pa.ymel1t of the lIro'iid£!r~, Tne heaitll care
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proTIde£'! performed Ul'Jleces:;ary pf':,cedrJ!'€'! and p1'escribed UJIllf!cenariiy
i!Xp'ensive,,:irugs at the expense of tile NE1. Sllbmissioo of false reimburc'H!mt!nt
rlaim'5: wa~ .mcGthu ex.unpt'f! of misuse ortlte ~telL1 (Cber•.g ZOO 3).
Due tD the COlll.petiti.,"!! n.3tu1r'!! of ITS. pbysiciam 'i\'E:re !:alle.d. upon to :;e'f! an

dar.

c'>'er..fhelmir.;giy laJ"ge Yoiumf! ,at patients per
iu-ding til l"Itl.heo viis:iti d.."1d
insufficient time to get a ~miPiete patient hbtory' ar condu·tting a morough ~'{aIl\.,

whic.itJ couid it!a.d. to misdiagnosl:;, illl.F.J'Oller trertmerrt or delay:; in proper
treatment, nus led til a ,;ciOLlS cydl! of doctor5 ordEll'lng :f:requent f(}~low-up.~, which
c41tltnbute<d ttl high1!l!' patient \'Olumes and sborter ruits. Moreo ..e~. many" p.3tien!3
wt!re lE'd to beHe .. e,ifi!el that their prllblems 'rI'E'J'i! !I.ot adequately a<ddr!!:!ised"
resulting ar. repeat ru.it; .3nd 'doctor 5!Joppang' - visiting numerous p1'actitioners
~llI.uJt.meo\lS~, and !I!eting unne·~essary C3.N!, Of' ra!!'"e that does not re.qwr~
specialist;, alil !1J.\'ther impinging all me sy:;telll. (Gunde, 2004).
To address some {Jf these issues, the JiB] made .3 number of clLmges ~n how tbe
hi!aJt:h ~aIN! providers were :reimbW'sed. From 1998 to 20{)2, a globaJ budget policy
was imposed on diiffere:nt sect{l1l'5, ['@placing the F·ee-fol:'-S·el"iice system. The G£cbal
p:l§iq set an e.xpeoditure cap hr each SE"rtDr, whereb,' s~m~f!s pro,~de-d. bey"Ond the
cap 'W1Ju.h:l be i!"E!illl.bursecl at klwer utes. The new pl}lit1' incenti.1.ized h.eaJtiJca!'1!
PTDride~ to stay '.<iitbin thei.r set budget. Gioba! bLldgeting proi."ed to be effecti\"!!,
and u>'ei!' aJ~ g:rovrdt rates of per ca!lltta mediw speIlding derlmed in nearly all 00 the
health secrors in thi! early 200{}s, Howev&, It was an incomplete 50rution as iile NHJ
,coo.tinJJe.d. to E3ce enr increa~Dg expenditures,
kI 2004, the NHl impk!memteo a ReSC:11J'Ce-B.3sed Re~atiye-Valut! :Scale (RBR"'S) into
th'l! llin}rsici.m fee scbe.duJe" where phyric'.am=; weir'!! paid aocordfug to die ·:relat'i¥e
,'aJue·" {If semces provided and the' lte50!Jf'Ce.~ they co D'5:um'l!d. It is based an the
.amoont of pby~can-in."'D]ri."1g work that gD~S into th.e 5:erl.;ce, the prartice expeo:;e
assooated ""itb the semce. and the pr"Ofessicnal iiabiii!:}r expense for the proV!sit.J!J
{If tltat 5erl."I'~e; also being a-d.juste<d acc{l~dmg to the gecrgraphic :regiO.ll (A.."llerican
•.!uSoCiati{Jll fu~ Ped.iatrics, 2005).

The MEl ,000tinues to experiment v.ith different metl!oos of payment 0: provider,
Th~ mo5t Ncent runge to the hutlh C.!:I'e S}~em was in mH}. whelte the NHI
intt'Oduced a di.i;gDost::-ri!lated-group reimbUl'!,elll.f!nt (DRG} sdleme to pay
physicians, UDder this smeme, the !lhrsi~an5 are :reimbW"5:ed at a certain rate for
ffierent types 00 patients according to their prH!L.3I']l diagn1Jsis (Bureau of ~atillrul
HeaJth lnsraunce, 20(9).
Furtheret1{1rt:; to improve the qwJhy d the NH! S}"~elll. led t{} tile introductloD of
the [C (lntegrated Cireuit) s,mart Card: a mandatory health c.!:I'd of soot. out
:integrati~ innoyatIve information tecltnology. The Smart Card ,~ntams electronic
iI:at.a about the caTdh1JldiOr's peT50naJ id£otity, mi!dicaJ record., p:re~ription hi5tol'Y;
:remarks fo!' Gta..<tr{lpnic diseases, number ofvisit::-. admmbtrati~·e.and expendltulN!
informatiolJ .3mong other things {Smart Cdl'd All:ian'CE!, 200&). The intro,duction of
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the Smart Card m 2002. hajj allowed Tdiwiin.'l!se bo::;p~t.ili and clini:s to send
eLertronLc N!CDraS on a jjilly basi.5 ttl thE! BluealJ of NHL wh<ere the data is anaJ,ozed
and audited em a regular basis. The Smart Card makes it p1J:;s~ble to monitor rughutiEizatilJlll casl!S through ]}3tieillt profile analysis; pre....-ent fraud fi'1lm aberrant
me·dicaJ diims; and keeps 5ur\'E'in.me-e o{pubuc ruzaro±i, tr.u.k:ing do'i'm. suspects; of
rommunica.bLe di.r:ease (ElJN!a:u of Nationa.! Health lruU1'anc"I!, 200'9).
The troKking 1J~ S}"1IlptllmS of rom munica:bl e. diseases !s beroming incTeasing1y
import-Mlt "i.th the rise of pandemk disease, "tll~re lPerSlln5 [memd m!J!it be
identL!li:ed. and isolated as soon a:5 possibLe to pfl!"\'€'llt the spreading of the infectiOIL
Mthougn !t I!s a relati're('Y new :;ystE~. pmi.nJilJ.3ry resuIu ha . .'e incic3ted. that the
Smart Card has enomt'01l5 pDtential. to lJ.e a ke,. teD! &n TeGllC"mg infecti01l5
outbrea!:.s. such ,as slf!";,!!l"e acute re·~ira.t{!fy syndrome (s.A.RS), through
implementation of anon-line reai-time m·edl.m1Sm for di.H!ase cootrol, tra.cbng and
?.J.1"i'ema.'lce (Huang.me. Hou 2007),

Another maj{!f benefit from the use of Smart Card tedmologJ' ~s the re«lH:tion in
administrati::"'-e rosts due tl} impl"O"i-ed admmtstratn'E', billing and provider
efficiencies. Th·e technology has ane-wed for alltfu"'Tlatic operatil}n of electt'onic
transfer of medEcai !''e;rords and bills. l'eslliti.n;g in €Xpedited reimbursement! of
pro.i.der.s,. As the Smart: Cards ~a.st fill' se\'eral y~a.rs, it has also e~iminated com
in ....a-1ved wjth frequent replac·ement of older bealth caro±i, V.-Jtidl we!'1! prrnouscy
ll1d.de of non-curab!1! mat'l!ria.L As a l"E!,5ult, Taiwan's ilealith care sr.;tern has the
]O\'1,'i!':;t administratlive costs in the '·fGrid. a.ccDlJnting for only n~"'O' pelf cent ofit:i total.
health expen.d.ilJJre.. CilJt1pararn·ely. Canada ~end:; Hi per Nnt of tota! bealth
E!Xp'l!ndltures on arlmir.istration and the United States spends 31 per cent
r"\'oolh.:md.ie!'. 2003}1. The 10\'V admmi5trati.\'!! cost signifiC3Il1ly ro!ltribute:5 tG fl{lW
Taiwan has IJ1.aintamed roe low Il'd.t'l! of he.uth l!:tpendit'.J.f"e sl!l'l!ndmg O'\'l!l' the·
accumulated. GDP spending.
In sp~tp o! these eff6m of n.ew ilmmra.tiom .m.d pa{i~r impilJ!mlJ!f1tation. health -ciZ""e
rests ;ll'e' still. rismg in Taiwan. The NHl':s deficiti.5 e-:tpected to reach :)3.2 billi'Dn IJS
dnUacr "by the end of 2010 if effective measures aN! not pllt into p~ce, The
gO'lernment eou!d. increase 5pE!ndimg from its GDP b,. ra~jng 'the pr~miums a1thoLlgh
it 'f'roI.J.!d caID,£! publie unrest: in the proce55. B1Jt e'i"em :so,. the extra inreme generated,
from LnrTea..sed premiUm5 will Ofu'y be a tempor~- measU1'f! in keeping the balance
and off~tting the exi..o:ting deficit o~ $LM billion doll3rs US (Taiwan Te-day" 2(10).
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Ta.i:"..'an is DOW loo~ overseas for other potential. 50iution!i. M'I!'dka~ tourism is a
r~e'.v and gl'OOo;iDg aN! a in the world eeonomy (Morgan, 200'9-) anD it has come to the
attention of the fa.iw.ine:.e bli!alth care industry. ]n bDpes of e.asing its gro·o¥iiDg
deficit .md financiali bW'den, th'l! Tail'P"a[lese gD1;-ernment's Departmemt of Health
began planning cli..<trJbuti:~n cha.nne5 and IDarketi.n;g carnpatgns 'On medical tourism..
N-:Jw, Tai.wan brands ruel1 as a home for first-rate medieal CaTe ~f!['\:jcel
([ntemati{lnal Med~cai T1Jourism Jmrrna1 2009}, T aM'an till ~nng been popular \~;tl1
its expatriate population as a medical-tra'lf!l destination rlflJ.'l.g.. 2(10). HO·i¥eyer, the

105
111aJ"k.et is I?xperted to expand by s€'\"eral toMs as Taiwan furthfi' open5 its door t.orn.tirJiallld China. With the l'I!'cl?nt lift aftra'l'~ re5-tricooru, 2009 alone brou~ht
4IM~OO visitors from Chma to Taiwan to undergo bi?alth cheC..-ll:ups .md cosmetic
:rurge !'Y (Kastner. 10:1 0)"

CreatiDg a system that is bom finaDc':.an, 511Stain.ab~ and me'ets the needs Df an
eva~ing popJJ!ation is a fine ca[a,nciJ!g act 'il;ith man}' laortOT'S. Talwan 'II.'ill face
health care cltailenge,:; common to mm]! (lther countries ~D the near rutw'e: .lD aging
population, ris!ng cost of the w<K1<iaroe ~D the mlffiicail heailtn indl.L<'tly; and
iDcrea:;m,g com of new' technology and d."1.lg re:;earch and df!'lelopment,
The twoweeb [ spent in Tadw.m taught me that there ar,: no easy 1::r'.cks to findilllg a
.rorutioll to. a problem The development of the nea!ith CMe '5}'Stem is a mnti.~lUJ:lIy
woCW:iog proC~5 that i! serujtl;'"e to time, place, poetical! allld eecnil'mi': !tate of the
rou.'l.try. <l."ld the needs of the peop~e,
As it stands, tile Ta.iwmese governmect B rurre.ntly working an a 'second
ger.era.tioc· NH[ refurmation. implementing new potioe:> and strategi;es t.o make the
health CMe sy:5tem more sust4in.able (Bureau of Natiocal Health [n:;ura."lCe.. 2010).
Collaboratir.g ...mt other nations by sharing infonnatic1ll (In policy !mplieatim:s;
re5-e.l.Tcil ,dar.a. cousuitati-Gp.! a."ld other inno....atia-ru hoWe led to the d€'\'elopmeat and
I!st:a!::Jli.~me.nt oh."'hat is the NH[ today. FtJrther irmo ..atioo and enllaboration among
natinn5 can e.nsu.re that future5tl:!ps taken. to de'{elnp and to implement h·ealth can
poEicies aN! more effedl'i'e.

For n-rfW, Tad wan acd the NHI stand:: .i5 a successfu] case of how a. Dation wa.~ able
to sl.Jcc~ssfu)Ey f'5tablli~hed a u.'1iversai heaillil care co....erage fDr the entire natioD almort from ground up, The .system offers. at oiD afi"orda!:J£'e cost to the llsers. easy
aCCE's.:; tn cllmpreh.I!DSive heilth care of b~:rh quality,. Oi!spite ~ome of me fina.ncial
1IiedJmes~s it has sh.own and the dcwofaiJs it has tac!)ed in the [ast fiftl?i!D ,'ears, it i:;
an £XaI1lple of how a go~'emment can suat'i!giCall}f manage its resource~in ordu to
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Jkt 080316

PO 00000

Frm 00110

Fmt 6633

Sfmt 6602

I:\WAYS\OUT\80316.XXX

80316

Insert offset folio 72 here 80316.072
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PO 00000

Frm 00111

Fmt 6633

Sfmt 6602

I:\WAYS\OUT\80316.XXX

80316

Insert offset folio 73 here 80316.073
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Insert offset folio 74 here 80316.074
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